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Abstract

This thesis is a study of Manitoba's social welfare system in the 1960s based on

findings in the provincial and City of Winnipeg's annual reports. In order to understand

the position of welfare administrators during this decade, a general history of welfare

reform is included. This history begins with the early forms of relief and incorporates a

comparison of welfare programs as they developed in Canada and the United States. The

main focus of this thesis is to determine the effect that welfare policies had on single

mothers. [n order to understand these policies an in-depth examination of the monthly

allowances, the application process and the level of stigmati zationsurrounding welfare is

included. This thesis concludes that the Mothers' Allowance program was the precr¡rsor

of today's social safety nets, which culminated in a fully-realizedsocial welfare system in

the 1960s.
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Introduction

Welfare recipients will have to cut grass, paint fences and clean up neighbourhoods - or see
their benefits cut - as part of an ambitious plan of reforms the Tories will announce this
week...."ft's about giving something back in exchange for getting something...We know
passive welfare is bad for people."t

"want welfare? Get to work, Tories say," rn lrinnipeg Free press,June 16, lggg, l-2.



"'Want welfare? Get to work, Tories say."2 The headline reflected a common and long-

standing sentiment when I first began studying welfare histories in the late 1990s. After nearly a

decade of fiscal restraint and economic restructuring, we had entered a renewed phase of poor

bashing. V/ith fears of lay-offs, and adjustments to the federally funded Unemployment

Insurance Act, euphemistically retitled Employment Insuranc e in 1996, taxpayers appeared to be

losing their compassion towards the less fortunate of our society. I found myself intrigued with

the stigma attached to welfare recipients and was curious about whether or not there had been

any changes over the last few decades as to how the poor were regarded by mainstream society.

I was first drawn to the study of welfare because as a "starving student" I had the

unforgettable experience of living in a subsidized townhouse run by the Manitoba Housing

Authority of Winnipeg. (At that time rents for sfudents were set at a base rate of $79.00 per

month, an offer that was hard to turn down.) When I first moved there, the complex was made

up of a heterogeneous group comprising of students of all levels from adult education to

University, low-income earners and welfare recipients. The welfare recipients were comprised

mostly of single mothers, including those who chose to live in poverty in order to stay at home

with their children, and those who had grown up in welfare homes. This setting offered me for

the first time, close exposure to welfare mothers, with whom I had had no former experiences.

Over time I came to rcalize that welfare recipients do indeed have their own culture. The

positive aspects of this culture included looking out for each other when times were rough. I met

many people who were generous with the tittle that they had; neighbours oàen bonowed food,

feminine hygiene products, vacuum cleaners or offered the use of washing machines in order to

Ibid., Jwte 16, 1999, l-2.



avoid the stress of taking young children to the local laundry. On the other end of this scale, ran

an undercurrent of blame and jealousy aimed at those of us who were trying to improve our lot in

life. As neighbour spied on neighbour, and rumours ran rampant throughout the complex, I

began to suspect that many of these women had too much time on their hands, and too little

money to enjoy their so-called freedom from the working world. For the most part, I was

impressed with how these women coped with the intrusive home-visits from social workers, and

the constant monitoring of their lives, both physically and economically. I was most impressed,

however, with their ability to survive on such limited finances.

Life has its own ironies, and so long after I had moved out of housing, while in the

middle of my graduate studies, I was forced to turn to the institution I was now studying. My

son who by this time had been ill for a few years suddenly took a turn for the worse and I had to

pull him out of grade six. Between home schooling and running from doctor to doctor, specialist

to specialist, I was unable to either work on my thesis or support myself financially. I was left

with no option but to apply for social assistance. Once I was able to get past the front-line

person who was quite disgusted with female students who could not make their financial aid last

until the end of the year, I was quite pleased with the way I was treated. I assumed this i¡ras

because of my situation. I was unable to support myself due to illness in the family and was

often reminded that this is what welfare was there for. The most interesting aspect of my initial

foray into welfare was that it was no longer referred to as welfare or social assistance, instead it

\¡/as now called the o'Income Supplement" program. The implication of this term was quite clear.

All applicants, excluding single parents with pre-school children, were expected to look for work

while receiving benefits. During orientation, as it was explained to other single mothers and



myself, we were expected to undertake a comprehensive work search, as laid out in the

guidelines given to all applicants.

I was now faced with the reality my former neighbours faced on a daily basis. I

experienced, first hand, how to survive on a subsistence level of income. As a single mother

with one child, I was allowed a monthly allowance of $816, or $9,792per ye¿¡r. Since I was

living in a subsidized unit in a housing co-op my rent w¿Ìs re-evaluated fuom25%oof my previous

earnings to $374 per month, or nearly 46Yo of the monthly allowance. In theorythat would have

left me 5442 for the rest of the month, but there were more surprises in store for me. Also

deducted from the allowance were the majority of the Canada Child Tax Benefit, and the

Orphans Benefit I received for my son. More importantly was the treatment of earned income,

as I was still managing to work part-time. As long as I eamed less than $100.00 per month, I

would be allowed to keep the full amount. For amounts over $100.00 apercentage was clawed

back. This percentage ranged from 25 to 40 percent, depending on the amount earned. Irealized

that the more you eamed the more would be deducted until such time that your income equals or

is greater than the welfare allowance. Out of all of the welfare policies this one infuriated me the

most. Regardless of what I earned and what was deducted, I was left with somewhere between

$400 and $500 per month for bills, food and household supplies. Entertainment and clothing

were luxuries I could no longer afford and I found myself thinking twice about spending any

amount over $10. Consequently, I remain grateful for existence of the University of Manitoba's

food bank.

By September of the same year, my son's health had improved enough for him to attend

school on a semi-regular basis. I felt I was novr ready to remove myself from the dole. Imagine



my surprise when my caseworker offered to let me stay on welfare while I finished my thesis.

As tempting as this offer may seem, I turned it down. I decided that by working part-time I

could easily earn as much as my monthly allowance without worrying about deductions, eaming

too much or the dreaded month-end reporting. Additionally, my rent would again be based on

25o/o of my earnings thus leaving me with a substantial increase in my level of disposable cash.

Once I was able to return to my studies, Irealizedthat my experience with welfare, or

what I prefer to call my "field research," now offered me an insight into both the welfare

machinery and the people it is supposed to serve. I believed that in order to appreciate

contemporary welfare ideology I needed to understand the changes in welfare departments

during the post-war period, since so many programs in our social safety net were institr¡ted

during this period. I have focused on the decades of the 1950s and 1960s in Manitoba and on

single mothers for three key reasons.

Firstly, the majority of welfare studies have been concerned with what I like to refer to as

masculine social programs such as the former Unemployment Insurance, the Canada Pension

Plan and Workmen's Compensation. These contributory programs are based on earnings from

work, historically, the male domain.3 More importantly, Canadian studies appear to be primarily

concerned with the affluent province of Ontario, and if Manitoba were mentioned at all, it was

only in passing.a I believed a closer look at Manitoba's welfare history, as it applied firstþ to

3 Margaret Hillyard Little,.lVo Car, No Radio, No Liquor Permit; The Moral Regulation of Single
Uothers in Ontario, 1920-1997 (Toronto: Oxford Universþ Press, 1998), xvi and xix to xx.o Little uses the prairie provinces as a comparison toOntario's support of incapacitated family
members n 1921,69 and Hepworth includes Manitoba in his comparative study of Cãnadian provincial
social s-ervice departments. H. Philip Hepworth, "Trends in Provincial Social Service DeparÍnent
Expenditures 1963 - 1982 in Canadían Social Welfare Policy: Federal and Provincial Dimensions,
Jacqueline s. Ismael, ed. (Kingston: McGill-Queen's university press), r3g-r72.



\¡r'omen, and secondly to gender, would be beneficial to our understanding of today's programs.

Secondly, throughout the post-war years society experienced many changes in family

responsibilities. Immediately after the war there was a strong desire by many to settle down into

the safe and comfortable existence of marriage and the nuclear family. This middle-class

ideology, which had begun to take shape in the early part of the century, had once againcaptured

the imagination of our citizenry.s Families began the exodus to the suburbs. For those who

could afford it the father took on the role of the "breadwinner," while the mother remained at

home, raising children and maintaining the household. This image was perpetuated in the media

by such shows as o'Leave it to Beaver," "I Love Lucy," "The Dick van Dyke show," and

"Bewitched." By the mid 1960s, however, large numbers of married women were leaving the

privacy of their own homes and venturing out into the work world, both to contribute to the

family income and to realise their potential as productive individuals. It was also during this

period that the Canadian social welfare system was reorganised and extended as a federal-

provincial cost-sharing programme. Mothers on welfare were encouraged to enter or re-enter the

work force.6 I wondered if this was because of federal government intervention that forced

provinces to become more concerned with the rehabilitation of women into the work force. If so,

did this change in policy affect women already collecting assistance under the old system?

: Doug Owram, Born at the Right Time: A History ofthe Baby Boom Generation(Toronto:
Universþ of Toronto Press, 1996), 7 and Valerie J. Korineh Rough-ing It in the Suburbsì Reading
Chatelqine Magazine inthe Fifties and Sixties (Toronto: University of Toronto press, 2000), 5.ó Liftle, No Cor, No Rãd¡o,l3g.



Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly there appears to have been a major shift in

provincial and national welfare policy during the 1960s. Nowadays, this shift tends to be

regarded as the one in which a fully-realized social welfare system was created and from which

the contemporary erosion of social welfare may be dated. Certainly the sixties saw an increase

in the provincial welfare rolls and welfare expenditures. But several questions emerge from

these apparent changes. Was this increase of recipients due to the expansion of the cost-sharing

program, which presumably extended benef,rts to a larger number of people? Was it due to

educational deficiencies in the work force in a period of rapidly changing work environments?

Or finally, was it in response to public opinion and the plight of the poor? Since most social

welfare histories are centred on the affluent province of Ontario, I believed it would be beneficial

to know if and how the Social Allowance Act and the inception of the CanadaAssistance plan

(CAP) affected a less wealtþ prairie province such as Manitoba. V/as Manitoba more or less

reluctant than Ontario in accepting the Federal Government's offer? Did CAP allow us to

improve the amount of financial aid available for those who so desperately needed it, were our

benefits in line with the rest of Canada, or was our relatively low cost of living used as

justification for paying less to recipients?

V/hen I had first delved into the literature, I began with the traditional studies of welfare

departments, their policies, and their restrictive nature. These themes have been examined in

such works as Dennis H. Guest's The Emergence of Social Security in Canada, James Struthers'

studies including The Limits of Aflluence: ll'elfare in Ontario, Ig20-1g70, Margaret Hillyard

Little's No Car, No Radio, No Líquor Permit, Mimi Abramovitz's Regulating the Lives of

W'omen: Social Ilelfare Polícyfrom Colonial Times to the Present,Linda Gordon's pitied but

not Entttled: Single Mothers and the History of Welfare 1890-1935 and the numerous studies of



Michael B.Katz, including for instance In the Shadow of the Poorhouse: A Social Hístory of

Welfure in America and The (Indeserving Poor: From the lTar on Poverty to the lTar on

lï/elfare. (Complete citations for these works are found in the thesis bibliography.) However,

after personally experiencing the deprivation of welfare, I found myself drawn to the books that

included f,rrst-hand experiences of poverty, such as David Zucchino's Myth of the Welfare eueen

and Sheila Baxter's No Way to Live: Poor Women Speøk Out. Ircalizedthat, although much

may be derived from the examinations of policies designed for the poor, more often than not, the

experience of those who received public assistance was not examined at the level where

programmes were being delivered. I hoped to be able to interpret the impact that policy had on

the poor themselves. While I had been forced to revise that goal due to the unavailability of

sources, I was able to examine the impact of policy from the perspective of welfare managers

rather than recipients and from head-office rather than the case-workers. I have nonetheless

shifted the study of social welfare from grand policy to local programmes.

In order to achieve my goal, I began my primary research with a review of the local

newspapers of the period to try to define public opinion on the poor and the programs designed

to assist them. I was hoping to discover evidence of public input or response to welfare

recipients through editorial cartoons, letters to the editor, and in the day-to-day reporting. For

the most part, the newspapers tended to remain silent on their plight until well into the late

1960s. However, I did manage to uncover three crucial instances of what I believe reflected the

voices of the public.

For primary evidence on departmental policies, my preference was to access the

correspondence of the provincial and municipal welfare departments, including inter-



departmental letters, memorandums, and if I was lucþ, case studies. After spending time at the

Provincial Archives of Manitob4 however,I was greatly disappointed that the material I was

searching for was either inaccessible or destroyed. My attempt to gain access to Winnipeg

municipal files was blocked by bad timing. The City of Winnipeg archives was in the process of

computerizing their inventory and thus was unavailable to researchers.

I also looked at the Manitoba Legislative Debates hoping to find evidence of ministerial

concerns for the poor. Needless to say I was disappointed. Policy was occasionally considered,

notably in the annual debates over Department of 'Welfare 
estimates, but the ministers and MLAs

spent more time haggling over whether allowances should be raised or lowered by minuscule

amounts than debating broad goals of welfare policy. I could not help but wonder if they

believed the rhetoric that they repeated about welfare recipients already receiving more than was

necessary to survive. This unrelenting barrage of concem about overly generous welfare

allowances by men who very likely never had to worry about where to find the money to feed

their family was eerily reminiscent of Ebeneezer Scrooge. Even with the inception of the

Canada Assistance Plan, they remained politicatly impassioned only about the danger posed by

policies that rewarded the undeserving poor.

I then tumed to the Annual Reports published by the Manitoba and Winnipeg welfare

departments. With these sources I found a wealth of information on policy issues, statistics on

welfare cases, and administrative impressions of the poor. I found that both deparftnents claimed

to provide comprehensive programs to help maintain a decent standard of living for those who

are unable to.fend for themselves. But as is often the case, what is put on paper is not necessarily

what is reflected in the lives of those affected. The Mothers' Allowance program was



particularly stringent with regards to who was deemed eligible for assistance and in the

allowances granted. As with all social welfare programs, despite amalgamation and federal

regulations, provincial programs continued to carry some level of stigma. Thankfulty, the period

under review was not known for its political correctness, and so we have access to the bluntly

expressed views of administrators and welfare supervisors about the poor.

My most exciting find was the City of Winnipeg Department of Public Welfare Workers'

Handbook of Policy and Procedures located in the Universþ of Manitoba's Dafoe Library

Government Documents section. The manual had somehow been overlooked and not yet bar-

coded, much to the sutprise of library staff. Perhaps as a reward for finding the document, I was

allowed to remove the publication from the library to peruse at my leisure. In the pages of this

comprehensive guide for Welfare workers, were the newly instituted rules, regulations and

guidelines designed to assist the worker in deciphering the often-ambiguous commands of the

Department. As in the Annual Reports, the poor were not portrayed in a flattering manner.

Armed with what I believed vras a substantial amount of primary sources I began work

on the first chapter, "The Labyrinth of Poverty," which provides a history of welfare beginning

with the introduction of the Mothers' Allowance program in the early years of the twentieth

century. The majority of Manitoba's history was culled from the City of Winnipeg and the

Province of Manitoba Departments' annual reports from 1958 to the end of the 1960s.

Interestingly enough, in the later years I reviewed,I was unable to find any response to the

implementation of the Canada Assistance Plan in 1966. Additionally, there were many

contradictions in how Manitoba administrative accoturts of policy history compared with the

secondary sources used to fill in the gaps. Despite these omissions and differences this chapter



will demonstrate that Canada and the United States experienced similar social movements

designed to help the poor. A movement began in both countries in the early twentieth century to

help destitute mothers and their children, and over time was extended to assist larger portions of

the population including employables, both male and female.

The second chapter, "Living with Reality," takes place in 1960 and is based on a series of

aficles from the Winnipeg Free Press describing the plight of a single mother on welfare. This

chapter documents many aspects of the Welfare Department's approach to assisting destitute

mothers, including the argument that the application process and departmental guidelines were

intentionally cumbersome and designed to filter out the "worthy''from the "unworthy''applicant.

This chapter will argue that imbedded in the administrative rhetoric u/as a deep-seated mistrust

of women based on a long-held belief that women were naturally predisposed to lie and deceive

in order to achieve dependency on the state.

The third chapter, "Layingthe Blame," is a more generalized study of welfare recipients

and concentrates on the stigma surrounding the poor, both male and female. Based on media

reports of increases in welfare expenditures and on alelTer to the editor, this chapter examines

the feelings and beließ embedded in society concerning those less fortunate. This includes not

only the welfare administrators and workers, but also those who had to depend on welfare to

avoid absolute destitution. This chapter will show the prevailing belief that poverty was not a

result of society's failure to support all segments of the population, but instead was due to an

individual's inability to successfully participate in the market economy because of inherent

character flaws found in the poor.

10



The fourth chapter "Give and Take," will look at the how, during the 1960s, the approach

by V/elfare Departments used to alleviate poverty underwent aparadigm shift. Due to changes in

the economy and increasing requirements for a more educated work force, the types of individual

applying for assistance broadened. As a result, welfare administrators were forced to re-examine

policy and to develop a system that would assist recipients to participate in the market economy.

Over a period of less than a decade, emphasis began to move away from monitoring the lifestyles

of the poor to redefining recipients' future resulting in programs designed to educate and train

those previously considered unemployable. This chapter concludes that changes in policies d'ring

this period were transformed from public assistance acting as a means of financial support to

programs designed to create a productive supply of low-paid workers.

ll



Chapter One

The Labyrinth of Poverty

The Social Allowance Act provides that the Government of Manitoba and each of the
several municipalities may take such measures as are necessary for ensuring that no
resident of Manitoba lacks such things, goods and services as are essential to his health and
wetl-being.l

t K.O. MacKenzie, Deputy Minister of Welfare, (Deputy Minister's Message), Community
Development Services, Department of ÍIlelfar e, Year ending March 1963, 6.



The Mothers' Allowance Programme in Canada, and the Mothers' Pension in the United

States, were the first social welfare programs created to assist female heads of family. These

programs, although originally designed specifically for women, lay the foundation for universal

public welfare programs enacted later in the century.2 Initially, these programs were funded and

administered by the municipalities. Over time, as the welfare roles expanded and a more diverse

section of the population was included, Canadian provinces sought to simpliry the administrative

nightmares created by the social safety net, and amalgamated provincial and municipal

programs. Manitoba, however, is unique in that until recently, social welfare was maintained as

a three-tier system; the province funded the municipalities, while the federal government

reimbursed the province.3 Unlike most Canadian jurisdictions, Winnipeg's reluctance to

eliminate its municipal welfare departments contributed to serious complexities within the

system. It was not until late in the 1990s that Winnipeg agreed to a complete merger with the

Provincial V/elfare Department with the expectation that this move would simpliff the

disbursing of benefits.

This chapter will examine the origins of social welfare programs in Manitoba and will

offler comparisons to programs as they developed in other parts of Canada and in the United

States. Due to the close relationship between the two countries, many similarities existed

between the original Mother's Allowance and the Mothers' Pension progr¿rms. Since both

programs were enacted within about a decade, and since both countries developed general

welfare programs during the 1930s, it would be negligent to state that Canada's welfare policies

2 The Provincial Welfare Department claims that this was Manitoba's fr¡st and oldest regularised
social welfare program, and recognises it as a building block for later programs, Manitoba Department of
llelfare, Annual Report, 1963 - 64,10.

I The completion of this amalgamation was planned for September, 1998. Brian Smiley,,,C]ty,
Provincial Welfare On Next Year: Official,,, in I{ínnipeg Sun, August 29, lgg7,Z.

12



\¡/ere created in a vacuum. This chapter will also show that Ontario strongly influenced the

development of Manitoba's early welfare programs. This history of social welfare will

demonstrate that Mothers' Allowance served as the model for the more inclusive social welfare

programs that emerged in the 1960s.

Throughout the twentieth century, social welfare progï¿rms have been created ostensibly

to eradicate poverty through the awarding of relief to the needy. In earlier times, however, it

would have been inconceivable to consider that providing relief would hasten the "abolition of

poverty. Resources were finite; life was harsh."4 Large portions of the population were bom

poor, lived and died in poverty. Although debates ensued over "who among the needy should be

helped," the responses were not based on the morality of the poor. Poverly in the colonial years

did not entail disgrace. Instead, concems for assisting the poor were based on the limited amount

of tax money available for relief.

'Welfare 
historians argue that modern society, chanctenzed by urbanizationand the

market system with its wage labour, played an important role in the creation of our social safety

nets. According to Katz, the implementation of the Elizabethan poor law in the United States

symbolizes the modern change in attitude towards the poor.s Abramovitz adds that "English

statutes, religious doctrine and Old World traditions" influenced the colonial poor laws.

"Calvinist ideas about the virtues of hard work and the sins of idleness" left the colonists "with

little sympathy for the able-bodied poor."6 Due to limited funds available for relief, communities

Michael B. Katz, The Undeserving Poor: From the l|lar on Poverty to the War on Ilelfare (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1989,) ll.t Katz, The [Jnderserving Poor, ll.u Mimi Abramovitz, Re{ulattng the Lives of Women: Sociql Welfare Policyfrom Colonial Times to
the Present (Boston: South End Press, 1988), 77.

l3



created laws and guidelines to separate the deserving from the undeserving poor. Additionally,

settlement laws were enacted to protect the assets of communities by assisting only those who

truly belonged there.T By the late nineteenth century, a further separation between the poor and

pauperism was postulated as a means to further define the deserving from the undeserving. The

poor were simply victims of misfortune. Paupers, on the other hand, were blamed for causing

their own degradation by giving in to "the vice of intemperance."s

In Canada, the development of relief and later welfare assistance programs, appear to

have been influenced more by regional cultural differences than by the impact of English poor

laws. Quebec, Saskatchewan and Prince Edward Island developed relief based on the "residual

approach in which state responsibility was extremely limited."e As Boychuk explains "Residual

regimes reinforce dependance on the market and family simply by providing state assistance at

such low levels that market or family participation is relatively attractive by comparison."

Residual regimes neither stigmatize nor stratifu, "they are simply predicated on principles of less

eligibility."lo Nova Scotia and New Brunswick enacted programs that most resembled the New

Poor Law of 1834. ln these provinces "the state acceped responsibility for providing assistance

to the poor - but only to those desperate enough to endure the stigmatizationof the

workhouse."ll Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta and British Columbia chose a stratifying and more

stigmatized system in which recipients were clearly categorized as deserving or undeserving.

Manitoba limited relief only to the deserving poor. Ontario, British Columbia, and to some

' Katz, The [Jnderserving Poor, ll-12.
'- Katz, The (Jnderservinþ Poor, 13-14.

' Ge.ard William Boychuþ Patchworks of Purpose: The Development of Provincial Social
Assistqnce Regimes in Canada (Montreal: McGill-Queen's Universþ Press, 1998), 25.

:: Boychuk, Patclworl<s of Purpose,14-15.
" Boychvk, Patchworks of Purpose,2Í.

t4



extent Alberta, accepted responsibility for undeserving recipients, "only if they were willing to

endure the stigmatization of the workhouse or work tests." Consequentl¡ the boundary between

the worthy and unworthy poor was refined and imbedded in early welfare policies as they

developed into the programs we are familiar with today.

Feminist welfare historians have expanded on the argument that the notion of modern

society was influential in the creation of assistance progr¿rms. They contend that state-sanctioned

welfare has led to the feminization of poverty. By keeping welfare allowances below

subsistence levels, governments have essentially forced women into dependency on either the

state or their husbands.12 Prior to the modem age, disgrace did not always accompany poverty.

Husbandless mothers could turn to their family, friends or coÍrmunity for help without

experiencing shame. Assistance for the poor, however, got lost in the shuffle of the emerging

capitalist economy and consequently, it became increasingly more difficult for women bereft of

family support, to obtain state support. Abramovitz states that adult \Momen ..faced poverty if
they did not wed, married a poor man, or lost their breadwinner...women frequently turned to

family members or to the town for support."l3 Private charities and municipalities continued to

offer aid to women in need, but the benefits were mostly insufficient, inadequàte, and attached

with a stigma, emphasizing the moral deficiencies of the needy.

By the late nineteenth cenfury, apprehension was growing around women's participation

in society as workers, and their responsibilities as mothers. Single mothers were not a new

phenomenon, but they were perceived as "a new social problem, requiring new societal

: Margaret Jane Hillyard Little, No Car, No Radio, No Liquor Permit: The Moral Regulation of
f:"st" Motlers in ontario, Ig20-lgg7 (Toronto: oxford university press, l99g), xi-xii.

Abramovitz, Regulating the Lives,'l 6.

l5



remedies." 14 This, despite the fact there have always been women who have been left alone to

raise their families, because their husbands died or deserted them or because they gave birth

outside of marriage. As early as the tum of the century, state laws were enacted to distinguish

"male from female labour," and limitations were set on the hours and type of work available for

women.ls As a result of these laws, employers viewed women as an economic liability, forcing

them into "a low-paid, sex-segregated job sector," bereft of protection. Although these

regulations were put in place to protect women in the workforce, the underlying principle of

segregating women from men would prove to be prophetic for future social assistance programs.

As the segregation of women in the work force solidified, concerns were raised over the

growing rr.r-b", of children running wild on the streets. It was argued that if single mothers

were forced to work, there would be little or no supervision of their wayward offspring.

Concerned with the welfare of families, the wives of the upper classes lobbied governments to

enact some form of allowance to assist needy widows. In Toronto, the Local Council of Women

successfully administered an experimental project that provided a monthly subsidy to six needy

widows for a period of one year.l6 The V/innipeg Mothers' Association of Manitoba also

initiated a pro$am to assist working widows to remain in the home to care for their children.lT

These reformers, like their eastem counterparts, stressed the "value of the nafural home and the

supreme importance of mothers." United States progressives were campaigning for a Mothers,

Pension to provide financial assistance to "indigent mothers without breadwinners,', to help them

: Liffle, iy'o Car, No Radio,xi.
ll Little,l/o Car, No Radio,xvi.16 

James Struth ers, The Limits of ,4frluence: Ilelfure in Ontario, I920-1g7T(Toronto: University of
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remain at home with their children.ls They argued that the earnings of an unskilled or a

semiskilled woman in the workforce were not enough to support a family. Thus "it was in the

public interest to conserve their child-rearing functions," and to ensure that "the unpaid work of

motherhood helped to provide a more stable and healthy future workforce.,'le

In 1911, Illinois became the first North American jurisdiction to enact legislation to assist

single mothers.2O Between 1913 and lg2l,forty states, including Hawaii and Alaska passed

laws to enact the Mothers' Pension.2l In Canada, between 1916 and 1920,22 Ontario and all four

western provinces had enacted similar forms of Mothers' Allowances.23 Manitoba was the first

province to pass The Mothers' Allowance Act in l9I6.2a Of the five provinces, Ontario,

Manitoba and Alberta "readily accepted responsibility for the care of deserving recipients ...

[and] adopted categorical allowances for the deserving poor very early, in comparison with other

provinces."2s Despite the success of the Mothers' Allowance it was nearly another twenty years

before all ten provinces had initiated some form of assistance.26 Both the Mothers' pensions

and Mothers' Allowances, however, were highly stratified, helped only a small portion of needy

mothers, and tended to stigmatize recipients.

Ï Abramovitz, Regulating the Lives,193.

:: Abramovitz, Regulating the Lives, op. cit. 193.
": Struthers, Limits of Alfluence,20.2t The southern statJs, óôntaining the largest populations of "blacks," were the last to participate in
providing relief for mothers, and as Iate as 1933, Georgia, Alabama and South Carolina, had not yet
þplemented assistance programs. Abramovitz, Regulating the Lives, 194.22 Manitoba passed tñe Act in 1916, Saskatcñewan in t917, AlÛeta in 1919, B.C. and Ontario in
1920. Boychuk, Patchworlcs of Purpose,2&.
'_' Struthers, Limits ofAffluence,2}.24 Boychuk, 37 andÞatricia Evans, "single Mothers and Ontario's Welfare Policy: Restructuring the
Debate" in ll/omen and Canadian Public Policy, ed. Janine Brodie, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace & Co., 1996¡,
153.

:t- Boychuk, Patchworks of Purpose,33.¿o For Nova Scotia, Mothers' Allowance was passed in 1930, Quebec n lg41,New Brunswick in
1943, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland both in 1949. Boychuk" Patchworks of Purpose,2ï.
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The Manitoba Mothers' Allowance programme was "administered by a commission - a

citizenboard." 2T Since legislation for this act was not clearly defined, administrative decisions

were left to the discretion of the members of the commission. Ontario's influence on Manitoba's

legislation is shown by the composition of the board. Of the first four commissioners, three were

"Ontario bom," and all were Protestant, reflecting the bias of the "Anglo-Saxon, middle and

professional" classes.2s The first commissioners included chairman E.D. Martin, Protestant,

Ontario-born businessman; J.H.T. Falk, English-bom Protestant, secretafy Social Welfare

Commission, (formerly Associated Charities); \¿rs. Dick, Ontario-born Protesûant, executive

member of the Mothers Association; and Mrs. T.R. Deacon, Ontario-born Protestant, president

of Local Council of Women and Mothers Association. ln addition to the Commission,

committees \¡/ere appointed to assist in regulating the program, including investigating and

approving applicants and in supervising recipients.2e These committees, normally consisting of

doctors, clergymen and their wives, appointed housekeepers to attend to and "teach recipients

thrift and to provide supervision 'from a general standpoint'." Their goal was to ensure that the

recipients received instructions on'þroper moral behaviour, thrift, adequate standards of child

cate," and were not in receipt of unreported income. Accordingly, Mothers' Allowance \¡ras

designed with "levels of discretion and moral judgement borrowed directly from the realm of

charity organization. "3o

Deciding which v/omen were worthy of assistance was both a moral and political issue,

resulting in the exclusion of the majority of single mothers. In order to limit costs in Ontario it

27 A.C. MacKenzie,"ABrief History of Welfare Services in Manitob4" 'tn Department of llrelfare,
P^rovince of Manitoba, Annual Report, 1966-67,16.28 Hurl, An Analysis, 142-143.2e Hurl, An Anaiysis, 143.30 

Sftuthers, t¡m¡tsofAfiluence,32.
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was suggested that widows with less than two children should be excluded.3l These women

could be helped in other ways, such as placing them as "live-in domestic servants."32 Widows

with more than one child would be accepted, providing they owned less than $2,000 in property

and had liquid assets of less than $500. More importantly, they had to be "British subjects" who

had lived in Canada for at least three years, with two of those years in Ontario 'oprior to their

application."33 Deserted mothers were excluded in order to avoid "inclusion of unmarried

mothers" which would appear to "sanction immorality."to Unmaried mothers were an entirely

separate issue requiring special treatment.

A final provincial inquiry that included the issue of single motherhood was the
study of the 'feeble-minded' in 1919. 'Feeble-minded' was a term widely
employed at the turn of the century to categorize and segregate those who were
considered of low intellect, psychologically damaged, or morally deviant. This
commission included unwed mothers in this category and argued that'feeble-
minded women should be institutionalized to prevent them from reproducing
other feeble-minded citizens.3s

Accordingly, the first version of both Ontario and Manitoba's Mothers'Allowance assisted only

British subjects,36 widows with more than one child and wives whose husbands were in a mental

hospital.3T By 1927 Manitoba was offering assistance to wives whose husbands were "totally

and permanently disabled."38 Legibilþ in the United States was also limited to those who were

3r This suggestion was put forward by Dr. W. A. Riddell, superintendent of labour in the Ontario
government and architect of Ontario's first Mothers' Allowance Act. Struthers , Limits of AfrIuence,30-3 l.
1' Little, No Car, No Radio,30-31.

14 Hurl, An Analysis, 145.3s Littlé, i/o cai, I'Io Radio,6.
1 Evans, Ilomen, 153.37 A.C.MacKenzie,1966-67,16.38 A.c. MacKet:øie,, 1966-67,16.
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"both widowed and white,"3e and to women whose husbands \¡/ere peflnanently absent'odue to

long-term impri sonment, and incurable insanity.a0

Administrators of the Mothers' Allowance in Manitoba were clearly pleased with the

program. Despite its restrictive nature, it provided the "means of putting into a home in which

the father is dead or disabled, a monthly income to meet the cost of food, clothing, shelter, fuel

and household operation.'/l Unlike other provinces, Manitoba rejected the popular standardized

means-test formula, and instead opted for a budget system "established by Government

policy."az The budget system allowed administrators greater flexibility in determining levels of

assistance. They believed that by measuring a budget "in relation to a fixed amount distributed

over the various elements referred to as basic requirements" allowed a more humane approach

for helping destitute women.

[W]e are authorized to deviate from the limits of the budget in order to recognize
and deal with variations of real need which cannot be encompassed within a broad
policy outline. In this way, we are enabled to meet the demand of flexibility
which must be pointed out again, with due emphasis, that any departure from the
nature and extent of assistance provided in the budget must be supported by due
authorization as provided under "signing Authority. . . .'/3

Furthermore, Manitoba's commissioners clearly believed that Mothers' Allowance was not "a

charity or a right, but a salary."44 Loma Hurl explains:

They believe that the Province should satisff itself that it is employing the right
kind of women to bring up its future men and women and that when the contract
of employment between the mother and Province is signed and the mother in

te Abramovitz, Regulating the Lives, 193.nl Abramovitz, negutating úe Lives,2}l.
:: Department of Heatthãnd Public l\elfare, AwnalReporr, tgSS,226.
'^: Department of Health and Public lltelfare,Annual Report, lgss,2z6,and Boychuk, 37.

"Budge!" In Department of Public Welfare, City of lfiinnipeg, llorkers' Handbook Policy and
Procedures,1962, l-2.44 Hurl, Analysis,l43.
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receipt of her salary, that the Province should satisff itself that the services
rendered for that salary are accomplishing what was intended, namely the
bringing up of happy children, mentally and physically effrcient, and morally
sound.a)

Similar arguments were heard in Ontario. The Ontario Mothers' Allowance Commission stated

that "the mother is regarded as an applicant for employment as guardian of future citizens of the

state, and if she does not measure up to the state's standards for such guardians other

arrangements must be sought."a6

The Manitoba Provincial Welfare Deparhnent recognizes Mothers' Allowance as the

precursor of social welfare, in that it provided the fundamental steps required for designing

programs to help all individuals in need of relief.aT Furthermore, Mothers Allowance, like later

programs, was originally funded by a provincial levy on participating municipalities.as For

example, during the Great Depression of the 1930s, many Canadian municipalities were nearly

bankrupted trying to provide relief for the large numbers of unemployed. Communities that

offered assistance were responsible for 70 per cent of the "almost $l billion [spent] in

unemployment relief."ae Throughout the decade, the federal govemment remained reluctant to

take over the funding of relief as it was considered "aÍtareaof provincial jwisdiction."So From

1930 to 1937 they reimbursed the provinces only about forty percent of "the total outlay."

o.:. Hurl, Analysis, op. cit.,l43.
',: Boychuk, Patchworl$ of Purpose, op. cit.,34-35.

A.C. MacKenzie, 1966-67, 16.48 Manitoba did not take "fi¡li [financial] responsibility" until 193l, although by the end of the 1920s
most of the provinces offering Mothers' Allowance were financing the cost ofthe program. A.C.
MacKenzie, 1966'67,16 and Keith G. Banting, The l4relfare State and Canadian Federalßm (Kingston:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1987), 61.
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The United States was experiencing similar measures of financial stress in trying to assist

the unemployed. On January 17,lg35,as part of the New Deal, the Social Security Bill was

passed to help finance a contributory unemployment insurance scheme funded by a federal

payroll tax.5l In response, R.B. Bennett proposed a Canadian version of the American'Ì..Jew

Deal."S2 On March 12,lg3s,the House of Commons passed the Employment and Social

Insurance Act. This act was designed to cover "all employees over the age of sixteen and

earning less than $2,000 per year."s3 Th" Privy Council, however, ruled that the majority of the

Act was unconstitutional and "ultra vires of the Dominion, on the grounds that the legislation

dealt with matters of 'properly and civil rights' in the provinces and was therefore beyond the

powers of the Dominion Government."s4 It was not until July 1940 thatthe "British parliament

amended Section 91 of the BNA Acf'giving the federal government "exclusive jurisdiction over

legislation in the field of unemployment insurance.ss This amendment allowed the federal

government autonomy to create the Unemployment Insurance plan.

Perhaps in response to federal government involvement, in 1940 the Winnipeg Ctty

Council established the Department of Public Welfare in order to incorporate the separate "Civic

Departments giving assistance to needy citizens."56 "The Social Welfare Commission had for

years assisted unemployables, while the unemployed employables were handled by two

unemployment relief departments set up during the depression years, one for male and the other

for female."57 This suggests that any unemployable person, male or female, was now eligible for

5r 
Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the Poor: The Functions of Public

l{elfare (New York Pantheon Books, l97l),92.sz RobertBothwell, etal,Canada I900-1g45 (Toronto: Universityof Toronto press,lgBT),267.

:, Guest, Emergence of Social Security, SB.
"-: Guest, Emergence of Social Security,89.
:: Guest, Emergence of Social Security,lO5.
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relief through municipally funded welfare programs. Those deemed employable, however, now

had the support of a rudimentary federal unemployment insurance program. Consequently, the

treatment of males separately from females continued throughout the 1930s and well into the era

of federally funded social programs.

Gender demarcation is demonstrated by an examination of who was covered by the

federally funded Unemployment Insurance plan. The original plan was designed to cover.,75

per cent of all wage-earners, provided they had made contributions to the scheme." However,

many were not covered. Those in "agriculture, forestry, fishing, govemment, hospitals, charities,

domestic service, and schools, were excluded." 58 Thus in acfuality only about 40 per cent of

"Canada's total civilian labour force" was protected.se Furtfreûnore, since the last four

categorical exclusions were considered primarily female occupations, this program was designed

more for the support of male employables than for women.

A flat rate of benefit, graded according to sex and age, was provided for. Male
workers over twenty-one could quali$ for the highest weekly benefit of $6.00;
for women in the same age bracket, the maximum benefit was $5.10; workers
under twenty-one received less. For manied workers, a supplement of $2.70 was
to be paid,with 90 cents for each child under fourteen (or sixteen if in school or

, ¿"fective).60

According to Struthers, wage-supplemented programs were designed with a differential in

benefits due to the influence of the industrialists who had'oset the terms for the male, work-based

parts of the welfare state,"6l solidiffing the feminization of poverty. Consequently, between

Linle, 109.
Struthers, Limits of Afiluence, 166-
Guest, Emergence of Social Secarity, BB.
Struthers, Limits of Afiluence, 32.
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1950 and 1957, women, upon marciage,were disqualified from receiving Unemployment

Insurance benefits "unless special requirements were met.,'62

Despite the limitations of the Unemployment Insurance plan the federal govemment

appeared committed to constructing a social safety net to protect all Canadian citizens. The

Family Allowances Act of 1944 was Canada's "first universal welfare payment program,,63

designed to supplement families with young children. By May 1946,3,333,763, or.92per cent

of all children under the age of sixteen, were being subsidized; the average monthly payment per

family was $ 14.18, or $5.94 per child. It was hoped that these benefits could be drawn from a

payroll tax on employers. Due to constitutional reasons, however, the government was denied

this revenue. Instead, families in receipt of family allowance, found their income tax relief

reduced.6a As the decade progressed more programs were designed and implem"+t.d to help the

more vulnerable members of society: the Old Age Security Act and the Blind persons Act in

1951, Disabled Persons Act in 1954, and the Hospital Insurance Act in lgsT .6s

In 1956, the federally funded Unemployment Assistant Act was implemented to assist the

provinces in supporting "unemployed employable persons who were in need but did not qualifu

for UI entitlements."66 The Act provided funding for services to a wider number of unemployed,

including three new categories for the blind, the aged and the disabled. This expansion accorded

the Provinces the ability to further develop their assistance programs to better meet their distinct

regional needs. Although "benefit rates and eligibitity were left to the discretion of the

62 
Jane Ursel, Priuate Lives, Public Policy, 100 Years of State Intervention in the Family(Toronto:

Women's Press, 1992), 246.
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provinces," the federal government required that "assistance should be provided on the basis of a

needs-test." The needs-test in theory "attempted to fill the gap between reso'rces and budgetary

requirements," unlike the means test, or Manitoba's budget system, which placed an arbitrary

"ceiling on the amount of help provided."67 Consequently, it would not be long before the

repercussions of introducing federally regulated needs-based assistance would affect potential

applicants throughout the provinces.

Provincial social welfare programs also continued to evolve, and by the earlylg5gs the

Manitoba "Social Assistance program of the Division" was providing..direct relief to those in

need" throughout Manitoba.6s Th" provincial government financed the program by supplying

refunds to municipalities "on a case by case basis." Welfare was becoming more universal as

shown by the province's new willingness to assist people who resided in the cr¡ptic

"Unorganized Territories." According to the residence rules of The Municipal Act, the province

was responsible for all "residents of Unorg anized.Territory," which included citizens who did

not reside in any Manitoba municipality, and for those who held o'neither municipal nor

provincial residence" but were "destitute here and for whom no provisions for relief may be

made elsewhere."6e Additionall¡ assistance was allocated based on specific eligibility criteria

based on a "schedule of assistance." This schedule took into consideration the basic necessities,

as well as an allowance for medical, dental and optical costs "when necessary." 70 Since it was

no longer a prerequisite that welfare recipients must be a resident of the province, it can be

67
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argued that the rules of the old settlement laws were breaking down, paving the way for a

national assistance program.

According to the 1959 annual report of the Manitoba Department of Health and public

Welfare, on July 1,1955 the Federal-Provincial Unemployment Assistance Agreement was

legislated to allow the province to recover from the federal govemment *51yoof the cost of relief

granted by municipalities or directly by the Public Welfare Division."Tr In actuality, the

province did not recoup the promised fifty percent due to exclusions in the agreement. It was

unable to recover the costsT2 for child welfare, health and burials. Furthermore, for individuals

who did not "qualify for either federal or provincial assistance," Wiruripeg's City public Welfare

Department maintained responsibility for "supplementing other forms of assistance where they

are insufficient to maintain a minimum standard of living."73 In other words, there were still

many people who were not covered by the Unemployment Assistance Act, and thus remained

reliant upon autonomous municipal welfare departments.

Throughout the post-war period of economic restrucfuring, vromen's participation in the

paid workforce declined substantially. They \ryere encouraged to return to their homes in order to

ensr¡re employment for the retuming soldiers. From the end of the war and well into the 1950s

there was an increase in the number of women requiring financial assistance, and accordingly an

increase in the costs of provincially run welfare programs. By this time the Mothers, Allowance

program had undergone a fundamental change. When first enacted it provided a monthly

:: Department of Health and public llelfare,Annual Report, lg5g, 146-7.
This claim is odd, given that the Unemployment Assistance Act was not legislated until 1956.

Yo_.9ouo, none of the prevailing welfare historians refer to this agreement. Departúent of Health and
Public lhelfare, Annual Report, lg1g, 146-7." The Canadian Welfare Council, Canadian l|relfare Council Study ofthe Winnipeg public Welfare
Department, Ottawa, November lg15, 7.
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allowance to help keep widowed mothers in the home with their children. By 195g, however,

the Manitoba Department of Health and Public Welfare reported that the program had been

originally designed as a supplement for destitute mothers rather than as a complete maintenance

program. "Mothers' Allowances are especially beneficial in families where some earning po\¡/er

exists, enabling the family to develop its own internal resources and capabilities."Ta Mothers

were expected to supplement the allowance by undertaking what Patricia M. Evans, professor of

Social work at York University, terms "hearth-bound" activities such as taking in boarders,

laundry or sewing.Ts Full-time work by single mothers was strongly discouraged by the

administrators of the program. Based on the post-war conviction that amother's place was in the

home76 participation in the ooformal labour market ... w¿Is viewed as incompatible with the duty

to their children."77

The Mothers' Allowance remained restrictive in its eligibility criteria. The most decisive

factor of exclusion dealt with long-term destitution cases. Although Mothers, Allowance had

been expanded to include helping the "long-term desertion cases" of seven years or more, as well

as "children up to seventeen years of age if attending school and making satisfactory progress

there,"78 this still left many single mothers bereft of financial assistance . By 1g12Manitoba was

allowing families whose father had been absent for less than seven years and more than four

years eligibility for Mothers' Allowance, providing they met the right criteria. At the time of

application, the "mother and/or children" had to have been on municipal relief or social

:: Department of Heatth and public lf/'elfare,Annual Report, 1955,226.
: Evans, I{omen, 153.
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assistance or been collecting assistance for a "considerable period during the four years prior to

the application."Te Additionally, the father's "whereabouts" had to be either unknown at the time

of application or he had to be "in a jurisdiction where legal action" could not be taken.

Furthermore, "every effort within the law''had to have been made to locate him and to ..secure

support" for his family. If any of these criteria were not met, then assistance from Mothers'

Allowance was denied. so

In 1958, the Province adjusted the Mothers' Allowance progr¿rm to reflect current living

costs. After studying financial assistance rates both locally and in other areas of Canada, a

"simple but flexible schedule" was introduced to cover basic needs including a fixed rate for

utilities.sl A special allowance was made for those who did not have other income from eamings

or others sources by way of special needs grants, "as requested," up to a maximum of $180 in a

year. "For families with other income a larger amount of income was made non-deductible,

particularly in the case of earning children living at home, and allocation of deducted income to

special needs was restricted." The "overall effect" allowed for an increase of average payments

to rise from "approximately $1,000 to $1,500 aye¿lr," 82 which in most cases averaged out to

about $100 per month. In 1958, 1,121 Manitoba families were collecting about $1,181.00 per

year from Mothers' Allowances. This was a generous amount for Manitoba to pay given that the

wealthier province of Ontario allowed for an average of $1040.00 per family.s3 Nevertheless,

both Manitoba and Ontario rates were well above Alberta's at $805.00, Quebec's at $671.00 and

l? Ilorkers' Handbook,2(d).
:i Workers'Handbook2(d).Er Basic needs covered food, clothing, shelter and fi¡el requirements, and will be studied more
c,losely in Chapter 2. Department of Health and Public llelfarqAnnual Report, lg5ç,Zlg.
:. Department of Health and Public llelfare,Annual Report, lg5g,Z1g.

These numbers were calculated by dividing the funds allocated by the number of families
receiving Mothers' Allowances, as reported in the tables in Appendix A and Appendix B.



Prince Edward Island's at $335.00. Since the national average for Mothers' Allowances was

$820.00, this shows that Manitoba's allowances were closely aligned to Ontario's.sa

ln June of 1958, Manitoba proceeded with more changes to its welfare programs,

supposedly under the guise of simplifying the complexities within the system.

Families with legal residence in unorganizedterntory were transferred to
fProvincial] Social Assistance and the deserted families eligible for Mothers'

*åiä,ä:å::iï:?ffiii#:'i,åï"'trï,ili1ïfl'ffi ::î,"vearsof 
age

Accordingly, the Social Assistance rates "in unorganized territory were raised to equal the new

Mothers' Allowance rates," 86 bringing the two programs more closely aligned with each other.

In 1960 "residents of unorganised territory" were provided aid through provincial welfare based

on "conditions of unemployment, failure of normal income source, unemployability, desertion or

incarceration of the family supporter.sT The Manitoba's Mothers' Allowance program

continued to assist children, "their mother and their father, as applicable." Both the provincial

social assistance program and the Mothers' Allowance offered financial assistance based on a

predetermined monthly budget, or on a "means test basis" funded by the Manitoba

Government.ss

Before an applicant could satis$ the requirements of the means-test assessment, specific

conditions of eligibility still had to be met in order for a mother, or orphaned child, to receive

84 
These numbers \ryere calculated by dividing the funds allocated by the number of families

receiving Mothers' Allowances, as reported in the tables in Appendix A and Appendix B.
:. Department of Health and Public llelfare,Arurual Report, lg5g,Zlg-220.

"; Department of Health and Public llrelfare,Annual Report, lgig,Zlg-ZZO.

"" Manítoba Department of llelfare, Annual Report, 1962-63,10.
Workers' Handbook,2(c ). Manitoba's use of a monthly budget differed significantly from

Ontario's Mothers' Allowance. In 1957 the province had switched to i'needs-testing,' titcety in reaction to
pressure ûom ontario's municipalities. see struthers, Limits of ffiuence, 163.
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any assistance from the now provincially funded, but municipally administered Mothers'

Allowance. In the case of orphans, they were eligible only if it could be proven that their father

was dead, "presumed dead where reasonable grounds exist for supposing the father is dead,"

conf,tned in a hospital for mental diseases, or "totally and permanently disabled." For a mother

who applied because of her husband's desertion, then assistance would be offered only if the

father had been "continuously absent for a period of seven years or more." 8e Additionally, she

had to have "legal residence in the Province at the time she was deserted," and there had to be

"reasons to believe that the father has been living within that time." Furthermore, in order for the

mother to receive coverage for her children, they had to be fourteen years of age or under; or if
over fourteen, incapable of "self support on account of mental or physical incapacity."

Nationality still played alarge part in awarding assistance. For instance, for a child to be

covered, she must have been bom in Canada, have at least one parent who was a "British

subject," or in the case of orphans, "the parent last dying was, at the time of death, a British

Subject."eo

Even though the Social Allowances Act had been assented to on August 4,1959, as late

as 1963 only part of the Act had in fact been proclaimed.er The purpose of this particular

legislation was to assist the provinces in "eventually absorb[ing] the long-term cases of the

municipal burden." However, the City Welfare Departrnent, sounding somewhat bitter, reported

that even by the end of 1963,the Province, which v/as supposed to assume responsibility for all

8e 
This is in contradiction to the Manitoba Department of Welfare's report of 1952 which stated that

Mothers' Allowance was applicable for women whose husbands were absent for more than seven years and
less than four, see fir 78.

:: lílorkers'Handbook,2(c).et Part 3, Social Allowances and Public Assistance, City of Winnipeg, Pubtic Welfare Department,
Annual Report, 1963, 25.
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those who were "unable to eam sufficient income because of physical or mental disabilþ," had

not yet done so. Thus the city remained responsible for the unemployables. Meanwhile, the

province continued to insist that in order to ensure that no "resident of Manitoba" should suf,ler

unduly, the municipalities would be reimbursed for providing "emergency and necessary aid to

those who don't qualiff for a provincial Social Allowance."e2 Accordingly, as welfare programs

expanded and recipients were shuffled around the system, the dififlerences between Manitoba,s

general welfare and the Mothers' Allowance continued to diminish.

Although there were still eligibility limitations when applying for social assistance, larger

portions of the population were now covered under a myriad of programs. V/idows and their

children, orphans, the physically or mentally disabled and their dependants, and those 65 years of

age or over plus their dependants were eligible for assistance. In cases of desertion, assistance

was made available for those whose "breadwinner" had deserted and been absent for four years

or more. Assistance was also obtainable for the "unemployed and unemployable residents of

unorganized territories." Full maintenance costs were also allowed for "any child declared

neglected under Part IV of the Child Welfare Act." As well, a full rebate of assistance could be

"granted by a municipality to any person or family indigent in Manitoba" but who did not

'þossess residence in any Manitoba municipality [unorganized territory]."e3 In l962the various

municipalities throughout Manitoba were reimbursed 52,322,042.70 for "welfare

expenditures."94

92

93

94

K.O. Mackenzie, 1963, 6.
Manitoba Department of Welfare, Annual Report, 19634, 9.
Mackenzie, March 1963, 6.
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Under the Social Allowances Act the province was also able to complete the "gradual

process of decentralizafion" that had begun in 1945.es By September 1, 1966 theprovincial

welfare department was now divided into six regions, "with Regional Offices at Winnipeg,

Brandon, Dauphin and Flin Flon; with Regional Directors responsible to the Director. Separate

District Offrces were established at Portage la Prairie, Swan River and the Pas." On October 28,

1961, the Department of Health and Public V/elfare had been divided into two separate

departments, "under separate Ministers." Finally, by l969,the re-arrangement of services was

completed by integrating the "Departments of Health and Welfare, the Corrections Services of

the Department of the Attorney General, and the Housing and Renewal Corporation of the

Department of Urban Development and Municipal Affairs" into one Department: The

Department of Health and Social Services.e6 It is quite likely that, due to the intensity of the

restructuring, the Province had been unable to take over Winnipeg's unemployable caseloads as

quickly as it would have liked. Doing so would surely have resulted in an increase in the

administration of the akeady over-burdened department. Accordingly, the best solution for

provincial administrators was to continue reimbursing the municipalities.

ResponsibilitiestothedestitutehadbeenbouncedbetweentheProvinceand

municipalities for nearly a decade, but there were still many women who fell between the cracks.

Mothers who had been deserted for more than one year and less than four, women whose

husbands had been imprisoned and unmarried mothers caring fortwo or more dependent

childreneT were still excluded. On January l,lg64,Part III of the child Welfare Act was

e5 A.C. MacKe nzie, 1966-1967, 17.

i Reyort of the Social Service Audit,flVinnipeg: Social Service Audit Inc., 1969), 19.
"City to Ask Province for More Welfare Aid," Winnipeg Tribune, January lg, 1965 (University of

Manitoba Dafoe Library Archives).
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repealed. This rnove, combined with section 5(1)(b) ofthe Social Allowances Act of 1959,

sealed the fate of the Mothers' Allowance program as it was finally "integrated" by the

Provincial Social Allowances program.es As a result the municipalities were relieved of the

burden of caring for destitute families. Accordingly, by October 1966 any family whose father

had deserted for over ayear was now eligible for assistance. By January of 1967 families of

'þersons sentenced to imprisonment for one year or more and unmarried mothers caring for two

or more of their children in their own home" were also covered.ee Although the province claims

to have instigated a fully comprehensive welfare assistance package to help all who needed it,

many needy families were still excluded. For instance, single mothers with one child, and

deserted families whose "breadwinner" was missing for less than one year were still ineligible

for assistance from the government agencies.

In 1966, the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) was introduced by the federal govemment as

a cost-sharing program with the provinces. The intention of federal intervention in welfare

programs was to consolidate all of "the categorical, cost-shared, social assistance programs into

a single, comprehensive program of financial assistance, together with an expanded range of

social services to help people retain or achieve independenc".::100 Under CAP, the federal

govemment matched the funds expended by the provinces for Old Age Assistance, Blind Persons

Allowances, Disabled Persons Allowances and Unemployment Assistance.l0l Furthermore, CAP

included programs that offered assistance to needy mothers and widows, and for "a variety of

welfare services including 'homes for special care, children's instifutions, child welfare, welfare

ï Manitoba Department of Welfare,Annual Report, 1963-64,10, and lg1g, 147.vv Miriam Ferns, Assistant Director, and Supervisor of Financial Assistance, Department of Wetfare,
Province of Manitoba, Annual Report, 1966-67,23.

Ï Guest, Emergence o¡Soiial Security,l4S.Iot Boychuk, Patchworl<s of Purpose,4546.
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services, and health care'." Also included in the CAP legislation were five conditions that had to

be met: "(1) assistance must be provided to anyone 'in need'; (2) there must be no provincial

residency requirement; (3) an appeal procedure must exist; (4) the province must .maintain

accounts' regarding funds disbursed; and (5) the province must make all provincial legislation

and regulations concerning the plan.,'r02

How Manitoba responded to the implementation of cAP and its eflect on welfare policies

is not very clear. Throughout the 1960s, there was a conspicuous absence ofany references to

CAP by either the Manitoba or City of V/innipeg welfare departments. Given that CAp was

designed to financially assist the province in its attempts to help the poor, one would think that it

would have been worthwhile mentioning. Struthers states that there was great reluctance on the

part of the provinces to participate in CAP, as they "wished to escape a federal regulatory

presence in categorical programs that they already viewed as overly intrusive.,,l03 perhaps the

silence of Manitoba's welfare administrators was due to their reluctance in accepting further

federal intrusion.

The chart in Appendix A of this thesis shows the number of families receiving Mothers,

Allowances and the dollars expended to support them over a forty year period beginning in 1926.

It is interesting to note that in 1926 in Manitoba there were 825 families assisted by this progr¿rm.

The cost for each of these families was $487.00 per year for a total expenditure of

$402,000.00.r0a In Ontario there were 5,215 families assisted at$359.92each for a total of

$1,877,000.00. The number of Canadian families receiving Mothers' Allowances totaled 7,933

:: Boychuk, Patchworl$ of purpose,46.

::: Struthers,LimitsofAfrIuence,Z}í.r04 
These numbers wére ãerived from the tables in Appendix A and Appendix B. The toúal amount

allocated has been rounded up to the nearest thousand.
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at a cost of $423.75 each for a total expenditure of $3,433,000.00. These numbers show that

Manitoba's allowances which were $63.25 higher than the country's averagewere somewhat

more generous than Ontario's at $63.83 below the average.

ln 1926, the first year for which statistics are reported, there were 825 families in

Manitoba, who had received a yearly allowance of $487.27. By 1929 this number had risen to

I,062, an increase of only 237 fatrtilies. In Ontario there were 5,215 families on assistance in

1929 with a yearly allowance at $358.93. By l929,however, Ontario's numbers had increased

by 1,196 families to 6,411. From 1930 to 1939 the number of Manitoba families remained

relatively static, with the exception of 1936 and 1937 when the numbers rose to 1,140, and 1,141

respectively. The average annual allowance for the decade had stightly fallen to $443.83.

Ontario on the other hand experienced a steady increase from6,Tl2families in 1930 to 13,937 in

1939, with annual allowances at$344.40. For both provinces the number of families requiring

support on Mothers' Allowances increased over the decade, but the allowances awarded

decreased. By I94l Manitoba families on Mothers' Allowance dropped to 946,and continued to

fluctuate only slightly until 1953 when the numbers once again rose into the thousands. In

Ontario the number of families did not drop until 1944, atwhich time the numbers decreased by

11,756. The 1960s saw the greatest increase across the country \Mith Manitoba's average number

of families at I,726. In 1966, the final year reported for the program, there werc2,256 Manitoba

families with an average annual allowance of $1,505.76.105 For the same period Ontario

averaged \},gTzfamilies per year, with the final count for 1966 at 13,621. The average annual

allowance was $1,654.06. Canada's final figure for 1966 was 46,216 families receiving

t05 
The tables in Appendix A and B report numbers only up to 1966. This is because beginning in

1966, and over the next few years, the Mothers' Allowance programs were phased out. The fuitroduction of
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$1,336.68 per year. In this case both Manitoba and Ontario Mothers' Allowances were well

above the Canadian average and differed only by $149.00. Furthermore, out of 4,526,266

Canadian families, women headed 300,383.106 Since only one percent of all families and fifteen

percent of female-headed families received Mothers' Allowance, it is clear that caring for

female-headed families \¡/as more a political issue than a monetary concern.

By the end of 1968, Manitoba's Social Services industry had become a labyrinth of

confusing regional offices and.cumbersome administrations. In Greater Winnipeg alone, there

were 278 agencies responsible for providing social services, including all "branches or

departments of governmental and some other agencies, each branch or department being

considered as one." l07 Of these278 agencies, 75 were oounder government auspices," including

"1 Metropolitan Winnipeg, 30 municipal, 36 provincial and 8 federal services." The rest were

comprised of "voluntary agencies such as the Salvation Army, the Jewish Child and Family

Service and the Family Bureau of Greater Winnipeg," who were able to offer "relatively short-

term assistam.ce" for those who were not eligibte for government relief. 108 The Social Service

Audit Committee recommended that the Provincial Government should "assume responsibility

for providing and administering" all f,rnancial assistance programs administered by Winnipeg's

municipal government.

[M]unicipal government units vary considerably in their interpretation of
eligibility for assistance and also in the administration of the assistance programs.
The recommendation is intended to bring about a uniform administration of
financial assistance, unencumbered by the fiscal problems ofparticular

CAP replaced Mothers' Allowance by providing federal-provincial cost-sharing programs to assist the
poor.t:u Doris E. Guyat, The One-Parent Family in Canadq: A Stuþ preparedfor the Vanier Institute of
the Family (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, lgÍ5),23.
tut 'l'he non-governmental agencies were funded through public donations and grants or pa)iments
from governmental sources, and were govemed by voluntary boa¡ds of directors. Report of the Social
Service Audit, 18.r08 Report of the Social Service Audit, 136.
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municipalities or by philo^sophical differences between municipalities concerning
eligibility requirements. roe -

This demonstrates that Manitoba had not yet centralized welfare programs as provided for by

CAP.

The creation of Manitoba's social safety net began with the enactment of the Mothers'

Allowance Act in 1 9 1 6, designed primarily as a means of providing assistance to mothers who

were deemed worthy of help. Due to a lack of political will, and because of the fear of

encouraging immoraliü, an allowance was devised to assist only destitute widows. As is so

often the case with historical events, many factors concerning the role of mothers intersected at

the right time to allow for the creation of Mothers' Allowance. The passing of labour laws to

protect women from exploitation in the work force had the perhaps unintended result of forcing

them into low paying, female segregated jobs. In turn, inadequate wages forced single mothers

into working longer hours, thus contributing to the number of unsupervised children. At the

same time, the role of motherhood was being re-examined. It was determined that the best place

for a mother was in the home, where under proper guidance from the wives of upper class

citizens, she would produce children, who were happy, mentall¡ physically, and morally sound,

and fodder for the future workforce.

It was not until the desperation of the Great Depression that the provincial and federal

governments were reluctantly forced into action to help destitute men. Although many

municipalities across Canada offered a rudimentary form of unemployment relief, the federal

goverTrment did not involve itself in provincial or municipal assistance until the latter half of the

Report of the Social Seruice Audit,136.
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decade. Throughout this period Manitoba maintained a clearly defined distinction between

unemployed males and females, reinforcing the demarcation of the sexes. This demarcation was

also evident in federal programs as shown by the enactment of the Unemployment Insurance

Plan designed to assist mostly male workers. From the 1940s onward, Manitoba's Mothers'

Allowance program was revised, expanded and shuffled between municipal and provincial

responsibility. As the province's contributory powers increased, general social assistance

eligibility expanded. When social assistance allowances were set to match Mothers'

Allowances, both programs were also redesigned to test eligibility through a provincially defined

budget system. In 1964 Mothers' Allowance was incorporated into provincial welfare which, as

we will see in later chapters, had long-lasting repercussions for impoverished single mothers.

-.s.
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Ghapter Two

Living With Reality

The tensions and disruptions of family life - brought about by rapid social changes - have
adversely affected larger and larger numbers of our children... The greatty incieased
numbers of neglected children, the rise in juvenile delinquents plus the growing list of
separation, desertions and divorces all reflect the social costs of a fast, impersonal and
materialistic sociefy. I

t J.B. Caroll, Manitoba Welfare Minister, in a speech to the legislature made this statement in
conjunction with the need of the province to spend $2.8 million to'þro-tect, maintain and care for
Manitoban children," The Ilinnípeg Free press,April 9, 1964,21.



Feminist welfare historians have demonstrated that social welfare policies have been

structured around society's demands for female domesticity. As James Struthers points out,

Ontario welfare workers and administrators of the 1950s were more concerned with regulating

family life than with creating a socially acceptable work ethic among welfare mothers.2 Like

their married counterparts who rwere expected to remain at home to raise their children, welfare

mothers were not encouraged to seek work. In return for state support, they were subjected to

intrusive visits from social workers concerned with the women's morality, parenting skills and

personal behaviour, all under the guise of legal sanctions.3

This chapter focuses on the female experience, because, as Mimi Abramovitz explains,

most welfare historians have concentrated on the "experience of male recipients." By ignoring

women, too much emphasis has been placed on "the acceptance of the nuclear family as the only

viable work unit," and on social programs put in place to protect male workers.a Unlike

programs designed to assist women, gendered programs such as workers' compensation,

unemployment insurance and retirement pensions were based on contributions from employment

and were "more generous and dignified in design."S Mothers' Allowance, on the other hand, was

stigmatized, highly regulated and parsimonious. Furthermore, it has been only recently that poor

women have been studied. According to Margaret Little, feminist "contributions to social

science have tended to focus on the lives of working-class, middle-class, or bourgeois women,"

reflecting the invisibility of poor women in society.

' Ja-es Struthers, The Limits of AfiIuence: Welfare in Ontørio, t920-1g70,(Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1994), l9-20.3 Struthers, Limits of Afiluence, 14.a Mimi Abramovitz, fieguløng the Lives of l('omen; Social Wetfare Policyfrom Colonial Times to
the Present (Boston: South End Pr.s, t9S8¡, t-3.
' Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled; Single Mothers and the History of Wetfare I890-1935,
(New York The Free Press, A division of Macmillan,lnc.,1994),7-8.
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It is important to recognize that the treatment of single mothers reflects societal
values on mothering and marriage for all women. 'A lack of social support for
single mothers makes marriage coercive. If mothers must be supported by men to
be good mothers, then it would appear that good mothering is defendent ãn
\¡/omen being dependent.' The status of single mothers...indicates a society's and
a government's commitment both to women's economic independence andto
children's welfare.6

Poor, single mothers who are dependent upon the government for survival, "have presupposed

their reproductive role within the family and their economic dependency upon men. Only

women still fulfilling the first role and deprived of the second were considered eligible for state

support."T The following story, which focuses on the struggle of a lone-parent to support her

family will be used to illustrate the precarious situation for families headed by women, whose

only means of supporting themselves was through reliance on Social Assistance or Mothers'

Allowance.s This chapter will demonstrate that consistent with the ideology of domesticity,

state-sanctioned welfare was a means for governments to exert control over the lives of

husbandless mothers.

with the temperature dipping to "5 belof' (-20 c.),on sunday, January 3, 1960, two

young boys from Fort Rouge in Winnipeg were arrested while stealing coal. This coal, they

claimed, was needed to "light the range in the kitchen," as the oil space heater in the living room

of their seven-room house was not enough to keep the family of seven watm. Their mother, who

I will refer to as Joan Clemens, claimed that the heater had stopped working.e She had been

6 Margaret Jane Hillyard Little, No Cqr, No Radio No Liquor Permit: The Moral Regulation of
lingle Mothers in ontario, Ig20-lg9z, (Toronto: oxford univeisity press, lggg), xi-xii.t 

Struthers, Limits of Afiluence,' i9-20." I have chosen the terqr "lone-parenf' to describe a single parent because it was a term commonly
used in the I960s. Previously, a single mother was more com^only referred to as a widow, or deserted
woman.

' "Boys had to Steal Coal: No Money and Family Freezing, Mother Sent Sons for Fuel,,,
The lüinnipeg Free Press, January 6, 1960, L
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unable to contact anyone at the welfare department, and did not have enough money for the

purchase of the coal. She did, however, promise to pay for the coal the following weekend when

she was expecting to receive some money.

According to the City of Wimipeg Welfare Department, the theft was merely a

misunderstanding between Mrs. Clemens and the department. Welfare records showed that the

family used oil for heating, and electricity for cooking, but there was no mention of coal

requirements. Regardless, they were planning on sending a worker to the house on Thursday to

readjust the budget "to cover the cost of coal for the kitchen stove, if it was needed."ro By

Friday, five days after the event of the stolen coal, Mrs. Clemens had not yet received a visit

from a welfare worker or additional money for fuel.

As was demonstrated in Chapter One, there was an association between social assistance

and child welfare. Since Mrs. Clemens was collecting social assistance, and because her

children were involved in the theft, the police were obligated to inform both the Welfare

Department and the Children's Aid Society. Although the city Welfare Departrnent was

considering investigating the family's situation, it was impossible for the l|linnipeg Free Press

reporter to obtain any information. He was informed that only a supervisor could comment on

the case, but since all supervisors were in a meeting, none could possibly be reached. Thus the

paper could not report on whether or not the two agencies were investigating or if the family was

still suffering from the cold.ll

r0 "Family Still Waiting for Visit, Coal": But Mother Fears Anger of City Welfare Departnent,,, The
(innipeg Free Press, January 7, 1960,4, (my emphasis).
" "Boys had to Steal Coal: No Money and Family Freezing,Mother Sent Sons forFuel," The
Iï/innipeg Free Press, January 6, 1960, l.
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As early as the day after the robbery was reported, at least one Winnipegger had offlered

to assist the family financially.12 Since departmental policies prevented welfare workers from

releasing the names of any recipients to outside sources, this Good Samaritan had run into a

bureaucratic "wall of silence at the city welfare department." According to a welfare staff

member, "a list of those wanting to help would be made and ... tumed over to the family,"

allowing the family to decide if they would accept outside help. Although Mrs. Clemens had

been contacted later that day, she had not been given any indication of a list or of offers to help.

Five days after the incident the mother of six still had not received any additional

assistance from welfare. Nevertheless, she was reluctant to complain about the Department in a

public forum. Because of media exposure in the theft of the coal, she was concemed that the

department was probably already angry with her.l3 Knowing she had no chance of escaping

from the welfare system, she was concemed about being penalized by the department. As for the

offers of help, she was not worried about being given a list of contacts. Any financial help she

received would be deducted from her allowance, leaving her in the same situation at the end of

January as she had been at the beginning of the month.

Mrs. Clemens claimed that since the previous fall she had been involved in numerous

disagreements with the Welfare Department. Even though her husband had deserted her years

earlier, it was only recently that a court order for financial support had been laid against him.

Departmental policies had left it up to her to collect the money from her ex-husband. Regardless

of whether or not she received the alimony payments, the amount he was supposed to pay was

"Would Help Family But Can't Get Name," The Winnipeg Free Press, January 7, 1960,4.
"Family Still V/aiting," The Winnipeg Free Press,January 8, 1960, l.
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deducted from her welfare allowance. Since the government had not yet enacted a maintenance

enforcement program to assist women in her situation, she acknowledged that "from time to

time" she had trouble obtaining money from him. In these instances she had been compensated

for the outstanding amount from the Department, only after anumber of confrontations with her

worker.la

City Welfare director, C.A. Patrick claimed that this incident was merely "an attempt by

the family to get out of an oembarrassing situation'...[in order] to obtain sympatþ."ls

According to Patrick, Mrs. Clemens had told a worker on Monday there was no immediate need

for fuel, as she had available money. He also stated he could not understand how the family

could be "without funds" so earþ in the month, since their January cheque had been mailed early

enough to arrive by December 31. According to the Director, the cheque in the amount of

SllI.72, "covered a $90 payment that should have been paid by the husband the previous

month." Additionally, * undisclosed allowance had been included to bring the family budget up

to a pre-determined amount. She had also received money from her working daughter; however,

he neglected to mention that 45o/o of hq daughter's wages was deducted from the monthly

allowance. As far as the director was concerned, Mrs. Clemens had three sources of income:

maintenance from the absent father, money from her daughter and the social assistance

allowance. Accordingly, Patrick claimed her story of inadequate funds for heating was simply

an "appealing way for the family to get out of an awkward situation." Regardless of his claims,

: rbid.,p t.r) "Patrick Says Family Was After Sympathy," The Winnipeg Free Press,January g, 1960,4.
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all of this was in contradiction to a welfare worker that had stated that the cheque was mailed on

January 1.16

This narrative about the Clemens' family reveals the contradictions found in social

assistance programs and the effect on the lives of those who relied on them. One significant fact

in this example, was the assumption that Mrs. Clemens, the mother of six children, should have

had enough money to pay for fuel since she had just received a cheque in the amount of 811I.72,

plus an undisclosed welfare allowance. Since the amount of the allowance remained

undisclosed, an analysis of the monthly financial guidelines will allow a determination to be

made for the approximate value of her compensation.

The following charts are from the City of V/innipeg's Department of Public Welfare

Workers' Handbook, Policy and Procedures publishe d in 1962 as a guideline for the

Department's social workers. 17

Rent per Month

2 persons $30.00
3 persons 35.00
4 persons 40.00
5 persons 45.00
6 or more persons 50.00

As the chart demonstrates, rental allowances are predicated on the number of family members,

starting \Mith $30 per month for two people, with increments of $5 for every additional member

to the maximum of six people. ls For recipients who preferred to reside in "heated

t6 This story was assembled from various reports in the January 1960 The \linnipeg Free Press;
January 6, l, January '7 , 4, January 8, l, January 8, I 9, January 9, 4, and January I 9, 3.t7 The Workers' Handbook, Policy andÞrocedures wiil be examined more fully in Chapter Four.18 "Budget," In l\orkers' Handbooh Poliry and Procedures, Department of Public Weifare, City of
Winnipeg, I 9 62, I (a-b) :
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accommodation, the monthly rate may be increased by $5.00," at the Department's discretion.

Money in excesses of the allowance "may be recommended on the basis of exceptional

circumstances due to illness or accident, large family, rehabilitative reasons, or other

circumstances which may provide a realistic basis for deviation from the budget." le Since Mrs.

Clemens' relied on oil heat, it is unclear if her home would have been considered as a "heated

accommodation." Under the assumption it was, she would have been allowed $55 per month for

rent.

Utilities Per Month

2 or 3 persons $3.50
4 or 5 persons 5.00
6 or 7 persons 6.50
8 or more persons 8.00

Utility allowances were also based on the number of family members, in the range of $3.50 to

$8.00 per month.zo In cases where "utility deposits" were required in order to procure

accommodation, an advance may be allowed "on the recommendation of the Supervisor." These

advances, however, were recoverable from the recipient "at the rate of $5.00 per month."2l

Under the assumption that Mrs. Clemens had been residing in the same place long enough to

have repaid any advances, and given that she had six children, she would have been allocated

$6.50 per month, putting her allowance at $61.50.

Heating Fuel Per Month

l room $ s.8s

l9

20

2t

"Budget," In Workers' Høndbooþ l(a-b).
"Budget," In lüorkers' Handbook, l(a).
"Budget," ln I(orkers' Handbooþ l(a).
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2 rooms 8.00
3 rooms 10.15
4 rooms 12.2s
5 rooms 13.85
6 rooms 16.00

Unlike the previous two allowances, heating fuel was based on the size of the house, not on the

number of occupants.2z Seasonal changes were taken into consideration when determining

allowances. Thus the "amount shown is the basic rate for the months of September, October,

November, April and May." For the colder months of December, January, February and March,

"[o]ne and one-half times this rate is payable" to ofßet additional heating expenses.23 Since,

according to the newspaper report, Mrs. Clemens home contained seven rooms, she would have

been allocated the maximum allowance plus an additional I %timesthe amount for a total of

$24.00. This would bring her housing allowance to approximately $g5.50.

Food per Average Month

Adult $r9.91
13 - 17 years 21.50
l0 - 12 years 19.39
7 - 9 years 1,6.91

4 - 6 years 13.74
Birth - 3 years 11.72

Determining food allowances, is somewhat problematic. We know that her twin boys were ten

years old, thus allocations would have been $19.39 each, or $33.78. We also know that her

daughter was employed, so quite likely she would have been in the 13-17 year range, allowing

for an additional $21.50. Since we do not know the age of her other three children, I have

chosen one from the 7 -9 year range, and two from the 4-6 year range for a total of $44.39. With

:: "Budget," Inlhorkers' Handboohl(b-c).¿r 
"Budget," ln l'ï/orkers' Handbook, l(b-c).
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Mrs. Clemens allowance added in, this would give her approximately $124.58 to provide food

for a family of seven.2a

There were further "Adaptations" on food allowances that were factored in. For a single

person, an additional25Yo was added on, for a family of "two persons," 20Yowas added on, and

for o'thtee persons" l0%. For a "family of five or six persons," however, 5olo was deducted from

the total food allowance, and for a "family of seven person or over," 8%o was deducted from the

allowance." It *ut not stated in the ll/orkers' Handbookwhy larger families were, in all

appearances, penalized by having a percentage deducted from the scheduled amounts. Perhaps

this was to discourage welfare mothers from having additional children in order to stay on

V/elfare. Or perhaps, it was based on the assumption that large families were in a better position

to buy their groceries in "bulk" in order to reduce the cost of food. Regardless, for Mrs. Clemens

it would be reasonable to deductsYo, or $9.97,leaving her with a food allowance of $1 14.61, and

a monthly allowance so far of $200.11.

Clothins per Month

Adult $s.00
13 - 17 years 5.00
7 - 12years 4.00
4 - 6 vears 3.25

Birth - 3 years 2.90

Determining clothing allowances requires similar assumptions to the above schedule for food.

Her twin boys would have been allocated $4 each, for a total of $8 per month. Her three younger

children would have been allowed $4 for one and $6.50 for the other two. While Mrs. Clemens

"Budget," In þI/orkers' Handbooþ l(a).
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would have been allowed $5, it is quite likely that her older working daughter would not have

received an allowance. Regulations state that when "an eaming child included in the family

budget for assessment purposes is receiving $100.00 or over per month, no clothing allowance is

made for such person." Unlike the adaptations for food allowances, there was no addition to

allowances based on family size. Instead, for a family of "five or six persons" 5% isdeducted,

and for families of "seven persons or over" 8% is deducted.26 Again, there is no further

elaboration on why larger families were penalized. Perhaps it was assumed that the children of

these families were expected to rely onhand-me-down clothing. For clothing then, Mrs.

Clemens would have received approximately $23.50, less the \Yo or $1.88, for a total of

$21.62.27

As per the above calculations, Mrs. Clemens should have received a monthly allowance

of $221.73, less $90 for alimony, to provide for a family of seven. The l|tinnipeg Free Press did

report that $90 in back pay had been included to compensate for the alimony payment missed in

December.2s This back pay, however, would not have had any negligible effect on her January

cheque, since this was a monthly adjustment and the same amount would have been deducted

again. Presumably, her December cheque reflected the alimony deduction and she would have

received $131.73 at the beginning of December. According to the Workers' Handbook,"extra

grants" were made available at Christmas time: "$3.00 for heads of families and single person,

and $1.50 for each dependent included in the budget."2e Accordingly, she may have received an

additional $12 for Christmas celebrations, for a total of $143.73 for the month of December.

"Budget," In l4lorkers' Handbook, l(a\.
"Budget," In lT/orkers' Handbook, l(c).
"Budget," In l{orkers' Handbook, l(c).
"Patrick Says Family Was After Sympatþ," The lltinnipeg Free Press, January 9,1960,4.

25

26

27
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Due to the missed alimony payment from December, it is quite likely that by January l, Mrs.

Clemens' budget had been exhausted, causing her to fall behind in rent, utilities and other living

expenses.

At the time of the incident, the Winnipeg Free Press reported that the same Welfare

Director, C.A. Patrick, acknowledged that the scale ofpayments allowed for a "maximum rent of

$50 for any one family."30 Departmental studies showed that for almost two families out of ten,

this allowance was inadequate. To make ends meet, recipients had to take money out of the

family allowance cheques and the V/elfare food allowance.3l Under a city bylaw the director had

the power to approve additional payments to help families under certain circumstances. patrick

admitted that the number of "exceptional cases" had been increasing in recent months. Where

only a few weeks earlier there were 17 families entitled to extra payments, by January the

number had risen to o'about 25." Furtherrnore, two "unsuccessful attempts" had been made to

adjust the rate scale to allow for more rent, but the City Welfare Committee refused these

requests. Consequently, the director planned to call upon his technical advisory committee to

"help prepare a repof on the rental scales with fresh recommendations for the City Welfare

|t "Budget," Inl|/orkers' Handbook,2.30 "25 Welfare Families Get Extra lrionry For Rent,:" The lhnnipeg Free Press,January 8, 1960,
19.

The Family Allowance Program provided allowances for Canadian children of $6.00 up to age ten
and $8.00 between the ages of ten and fifteen. This program was designed to subsidize the costi of raising
children in order to ensure they had better opportunities. See Doris E. GuyatÇ The One-parent Family ii
Canada; A study Preparedfor the vqnier Institute of the Family (ottawa,April lgTl),g2.
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Committee."" App*ently his advisory committee w¿rs unsuccessful given thatayear-and-a-half

later, rent allowances had still not been adjusted.33

An examination of the costs of rental housing in Winnipegin 1962 will demonstrate the

difficulty in accepting that only two out of ten welfare families had trouble paying their rent.

The Clemens family was renting a seven room, oil heated house in Fort Rouge.3a The rent for

unfurnished houses varied, as they do today, based on the size of the home and the area of the

city. For example a three bedroom, gas heated home in Windsor Park cost $125 per month,

whereas a six room house on Boyd Avenue in the North End was only $75.35 Oil heated houses

appear to have been more expensive as shown by an oil-heated two-bedroom home on McAdam

Avenue for $85 and one on Pritchard Avenue for $l10. Both of these homes were in the north

end of the city, historically a less expensive area to live in. Although there were not any listings

for houses in Fort Rouge, a:St. Vital four-room house was being rented for $80, a five-room

apartment on Talbot for $65, and a Fort Rouge five-room apartment for $70. This clearly

demonstrates that the $50 rent allowance could not have been enough for the family of seven.

In Toronto, welfare families were experiencing similar difficulties in making ends meet.

Although the cost of living in Toronto was higher, the rental allowance was equivalent to

Winnipeg's housing budget. Families with up to four members were allocated $40 per month for

rent, whereas larger families were allowed $50. Since one-bedroom apartments v¡ere being

32 The exceptional circumstances covered under this bylaw included instances ofillness or accident,
the presence of a large number of individuals in the family, the availability of suitøble housing or any other
reason satisfactory to the director. The l(innipeg Free Press, January 8, 1960, l9 (my emphasis).

Rent allowances were based on family size. Thus two persons were allowed $30 a month, three
were given $35 with increments of $5 for each additional family membèr up to six or more.persons whose
allowance was set at $50. For heated accommodatioizs, the monthly rates m6y be increased by $5.
"Budget," In Worker's Handbook, p I (a-6) (my emphasis).34 

"Boys Had to Steal Coal: Ño frloi"y and nämily Freezing,Mother Sent Sons Forquel,,, The
Ilínnipeg Free Press, January 6, 1960, l.
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rented on an average at over $100 per month, and due to the "severely restricted supply of public

housing," recipients in that city were also being forced to spend large percentages of their food

and clothing allowances on shelter.36 It is likely that the similarity in budgets was due to an

adjustment in allowances by Manitoba's provincial welfare department inl958, based on their

national study of financial assistance rates.37

Mrs. Clemens' reluctance to pursue the help of generous citizens illustrates her

acceptance for the rigid rules of social assistance. Welfare allowances included money for the

basics such as rent, utilities, food and clothing, but any other money received, such as

maintenance, earnings or gifts, was deducted from the next month's payment.3s The reason for

these deductions was due to the mandated belief that public assistance was a short-term device

o'intended to sustain people until a more socially effective mode of living may be regained or

devised."3e Thus recipients were given benefits not "far removed from subsistence in relation to

the standard of living which prevails in the community." 'Welfare policy emphasized that the

recipient had to learn to survive as "effectively as possible" within the limits of the budget.a0 For

the recipient to be given any extra money would achieve "nothing in itself...there is no virtue in

avoiding reality...." Mrs. Clemens acknowledged that as a single mother of six, there was liule

chance of her breaking away from welfare. Accordingly, she had to avoid accepting any amount

of money that would put her above the needs-based budget.

t^: The Winnipeg Free Press,January l,1960,29.
:: Struthers, Limits of Afiluence, 146-7.t^: Department o¡neAin and Public lltelfareAnnual ReporÇ lg5ï,2lg.rð Eligibility was based on an applicant's need and resources. For example, ifresources matched or
exceeded the budget, assistance would be denied. Ifthere were no resources, then the applicant would
receive a full budget allowance. If, however, there was some means of income, which is less than the
budget level, the difference is calculated ant the "applicant receives the difference." "Introduction:
Eligibility," In llorker's Handbook, 2.
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This case story also exemplifies the social implications of welfare on its recipients.

Although this event took place at the beginning of the 1960s, the hopelessness and frustration of

the recipient is timeless, and could have happened at any time during the history of Canada's

welfare system. It is important to note, however, that this event occurred when attifudes towards

mothers were in flux. In the immediate post-war eta, amother's main role was focused on her

abilities to care for her home and children. Doug Owram argues that the desire for a solid family

life in Canadian families, was the result of the economic uncertainty of the Great Depression and

the disruption of the Second World War. The desperation of the Depression years undermined

the stability of the home as many families were separated by the father's quest for paid work.

Generational homes were often a requisite to survival and many marriages were delayed until

such time that the economy could support family life.4l During the war, the economic spin-off of

the war industry had improved the finances for the majority of Canadians. Family life, however,

was still disrupted due to the numbers of absent fathers fighting overseas, and by the legions of

mothers who entered the workforce to fill the vacuum created by the missing male workforce.e

By the end of the war these stresses on familial life reinforced the desire for a secure home.

The 1950s could easily be defined as the epitome of middle-class ideology. By society's

standards the nuclear family was considered the norm. The ideal life style for fámilies centered

on the suburban mother as homemaker and the father as the wage earner. In this model, mothers

were expected to remain in the home as consumers, not producers, and as the moral guardians of

:: "supplementary Services (Agencies - General)," ln lbid. I I (my emphasis).40 "Budget," Ibid. l.4t Doug Owram, Born at the Right Tíme: a History of the Baby Boom Generqtion, (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1997), 8.42 Owram, Born at the Right Time,9.
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their family, responsible for socializing their children into healtþ, educated adults.43 This er4

however, also brought with it new fears contributing to the desire for a stable family life. With

the cold war rhetoric of nuclear annihilation and the propaganda of the Americanized hunt for

communists, there was an increased need to conform to the predominant social values of

mainstream society. Mary Louise Adams states the conformity of the post-war era was not

"simply a characteristic of increased consumerism," it was also the result of an "approach to

citizenship that demanded a willingness to participate in social consensus, to adopt a shared set

of behavioural standards and mores."ø In response to this desire for security, middle- and

upper-class families moved outwards away from the cities' core areas, settling in the suburbs

"where the purchase of new bungalows signified the beginning of their lives together."as

The societal conformity of the nuclear family model, however, was "an aberration...

characterized by deviant family pattems."46 Although the common belief that "full-time

mothers" did not wotk, many middle-class wives did in fact enter the workforce, albeit mostly in

part time jobs. "Despite the fact that women were employed outside the home in increasing

numbers, the pretense was that they were not. . . ." Consistent with the 1950s ideology of

domesticity mothers who wished to work were faced with state-sanctioned barriers. Income tax

laws were adjusted, day cares closed down, and domestic courses became mandatory in schools.

43 Abomavitz, Regulating the Lives,3 and Adams , The Trouble with Normal; Postwar Yowth and the

ltlaking of Heterosexuality (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997), 25.44 Adams, Mary Louise, Troublewith Nàrmal,23.4) Korinek, Valerie J., Roughing It in the Suburbs: Reading Chatelaine Magazine in the Fifties and
Sixties (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000), 5.4Ó Shari L. Thurer, The Myths of Motherhood: How Culture Reirwents the Good Mother,(Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1994), 250.
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Accordingly, the "formal and informal bias to female employmenf'contributed to the

"commercially fuelled celebration of domesticity and matemity."41

With the majority of suburbanites living in single-family dwellings, peoples' priorities

tumed inwards towards themselves and away, both mentally and physically, from the plight of

the cities'poor. Urbanization, with its tendency to separate families and alienate neighbours, left

single mothers alone, vulnerable, and reliant upon public assistance for survival. A 1968 study

noted that in 1961 there werc272,215 families across Canada headed by women, accounting for

6.6% of ail family groups. Manitoba's female ted families accounted for 6.9Yo,or 15,308, while

in Metro Winnipeg there were 8,984 families, or 7.7Yo.aB Of these nearly 9,000 families, only

2,800 "sole support mothers" qualified for aid under the Mothers' Allowance. By averuging

family size at one adult and three children, it was estimated there were around 8,400 children

living in poverty; with 1,032 families headed by widows, 1,300 by deserted mothers and 84 by

single mothers.ae "The biggest single and continuing problem of the sole-support mother is a

basic financial insecurity and a subsistence level of living which they have no real hope of

improving."s0 If they were dependent upon "court awards payable by husbands," they were at an

even greater disadvantage. They lived in "constant fear" that the maintenance, which was

deducted from their monthly allowance, may be paid late, or not paid at alt. Additionally, it was

nearly impossible for these women to improve their financial situation through paid work. If

they were to tryto supplement the "low basic award given," then the monthly allowance would

be cut back "due to their 'improved economic circumstances'." Therefore, the only way a single

47 Veronica Strong-Boag, "Home Dreams: Women and the Suburban Experiment in Canada, 1945-

{-0," In Canadian Historical Review,Yol.72, No. 4, 1991,480-1.o.: Report of lhe Manitoba Volunteer Committee on the Status ofl{omen,March 1968,34.1' 
The Status of Women, March 1968,54.50 The Status of llomen,March 1968, 35.
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mother could hope to improve her financial circumstance was by finding paid employment and

severing her ties with the Welfare Department.

Finding paid employment would not necessarily be the answer for women like Mrs.

Clemens. When a woman participates in the labour market, she is disadvantaged because of a

disparity in wages.sl In 1961 the average earnings of "male heads of families were just about

twice as high as salaries made by female family heads."S2 The average earnings for Canadian

men was $4,195 while for females it was $2,128 perannum aíl%odisparity. In Manitoba the

average yearly salary was $4,107 for men and $2,030 for women, while in MetroWinnipeg it was

$4,403 for men and$2,12I for women, a difference of 49%o and,48% respectively. Part of the

difference could be explained by the fact that "many women work part time.,,53

A quick study of the January 1,1960 full time Help Wanted section also offered a

snapshot of not only employment opportunities, but also of the gendered divisions commonly

found during this period. The help wanted ads were separated between "Female Help Wanted"

and "Male Help Wanted."54 Due to the vast variety ofjobs for both genders, and given the lack

ofpublished salaries in most instances, choosing a "Female Accountant" and a male

"Bookkeeper" should provide a reasonable comparison.ss The woman's position offered a salary

:l Struthers, LimitsofAfrIuence,242.
'-:- The Status of Women,March 1968, 35.

:' Ibid.,March 1968,35.

:: The Winnipeg Freìe Press, January 1,1960,27.
Although this will provide an acceptable comparison, it is also based on the assumption that the

female applicant had a formal accounting education and/or the proper experience to rate the title and the
corresponding salary. A good portion ofthejobs advertised required less education, usually at least grade
eleven, and so offered a lower salary. Besides educational criteria it was not unusual for adi to post
preferred ages, for instance, "Young lady l8-21 years of age," for an accounting clerk. More importantly,
advertisements requested specific personality taits. The Manitoba Telephone System in advertiiing for â
Switchboard Operator requested *girls of high plrysical and morql stunãards." The Winnipeg Fre" pr"ss,
January 1,1960,27.
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of $ 185 per month, or 82,220 per year, while the male, in a lower position, was set at $250 per

month, or $3,000 per year. Therefore, the female accountant would only earn 74%o of the male

bookkeeper s salary.

The following chart demonstrates that disparity in wages between male and

female workers was an acceptable practice well into the 1970s.s6 Th" reported numbers

represent weekly salaries, and except for the predominantly female position of typists, are

separated into male and female categories.

In 1956 a female junior office clerk was reported as earning 83 percent of male wages. By 1975,

this same clerk was averaging 95 percent of her male co-worker's salary. Examples from the

same years show that a female senior offrce clerk was receiving 62percentof male wages in

Year Junior General
Office Clerk

Senior general
Office Clerk

Female Typist Senior Bookkeeper

Male Female Male Female Junior Senior Male Female
1956 41 34 75 47 35 41 73 55
1957 42 35 77 52 36 44 79 61
1958 44 37 82 57 38 46 84 61
1959 47 39 83 57 40 47 84 61
1960 46 40 B1 60 42 49 82 64
1961 47 41 82 64 44 51 84 tt
1962 46 42 85 65 44 52 86 67
1963 47 44 88 68 45 55 90 68
1964 49 45 94 71 47 56 92 69
1965 54 49 98 76 50 59 97 73
1966 56 51 105 83 53 63 105 78
1967 61 55 110 88 57 67 108 81
I 968 65 60 114 92 60 71 119 86
1969 70 64 128 100 66 79 125 89
1970 74 69 138 108 70 85 129 99
1971 82 76 145 116 77 90 138 106
1972 86 81 157 126 82 97 153 112
1973 88 90 160 139 90 104 163 123
1974 108 101 189 160 103 121 168 135
1975 125 119 204 177 122 143 208 155

56 F.H. Leacy and M.C. Urquhart, eds., "Series 8326-376.Average weekly salaries for selected
office occupations, by city, 1956 to 1975",In Historical Statistics of Canada,2nd edition (Ottawa:
Canadian Government Publishing Centre Supply and Services Canada, 1983).



1956, but had climbed to only 86 percent by 1975. In the specialized field of accounting, a

female senior bookkeeper in 1956 was receiving75.3 percent of male wages, but by 1975her

salary had droppedto 74.5 percent. These examples show quite clearly that in the predominantly

female fields such as the junior offrce clerk, the disparity in wages between gender was

decreasing. For male dominated fields, however, women were unable to make gains and instead

experienced a decline in earning power. Jane Ursel agrees that adisparity in wages was due to

women, for the most part, being relegated to lower paying jobs in the "clerical, peripheral

manufacturing and unskilled personal seryice" sectors.sT In1967 the annual averagewage of

women in'þeriphery industries" was $1,681, whereas the average for men in the "core

industries" was $4,670

Participating in the paid labour force did not necessarily mean that asingle mother would

be better off than if she were to raise her children on a welfare allowance. If her children were

pre-school or school age, agood portion of her salary would go towards paing daycare, or for

before and after school care. She would more than likely be responsible for providing lunches

for the children, and for herself. As a stay at home mother on welfare, she would not have to be

concerned with costs for items such as daily transportation, medical prescriptions, dental costs,

suitable work clothes, and nylons. Additionally, unlike her male counterpart, a working mother

was responsible for maintaining the household, including cleaning, meal preparation, bedtime

routines, and nursing sick children. "In our society it is still generally assumed that women will

s7 
Jane Ursel, Private Lives, Public Policy: 100 Years of State Intervention in the Famíly(Toronto:'Women's 

Press, 1992), 240.
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take primary responsibility for house and children, which means that they are defined in terms of

the family (and, in particular in relation to a male wage-eamer), and that their work outside the

home is considered to be of secondary importance.,'58

Lone parent mothers entering or returning to the work force were also faced with the

dilemma of inadequate day-care facilities. In I97l the Special Senate Committee on poverty

reported that day-care centers are "in crucially short supply, and which are essential to working

mothers, especially in one-parent families."se They found there were about 9,000 children

attending day-carc, but "about 900,000 need them." Their research, however, did not fully

address the situation for "one-parent families," as shown by their reliance on statistics, which

only include married women in the workforce. They report that in 1969,3l.2 percent of manied

women were employed' This "second employment has been one of the most effective routes out

of poverty for many families."

Studies have shown there is no need to equate maternal employment with
povefty or deprivation, just as there is no reason to equate it with emotional
problems - providing that satisfactory arrangements for supplementary child-care
facilities can be made. These studies showthat great numbèrs of normal, middle-
class, intact, responsible families with working mothers need day-care services.60

According to Struthers, although day-care costs could be covered by the Canada Assistance plan

(CAP), Ontario officials were reluctant to recognize the importance of "adequate subsidized day

care as an urgent need for women who wished to escape from poverty."6l The prevailing attitude

was founded on the fear that employed single mothers would contribute to social problems found

:: Jane Lewis, ed.,llomen's l{elfare, llomen's Rights,(Beckenham: Croom Helm Ltd, 1983), l.
Report of the Special Senate Committee on Poverty, Poverty in Canada(Ottawa: The

AlgerPress Limited, l97l), 155.60 lbid.,ls7-g.6t 
Sffuthers, Limits ofAfrluence,243.
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in children from welfare homes. Similarly in Manitoba, working mothers were faced with the

same paucity of safe, reliable day cate.

Due to the lack of sufficient community-subsidized resources, many pre-school
children are placed in private nurseries, some of which provide a lower standard
of care than that which is available in the few non-profit nurseries in operation. ln
addition, many school children aged five to nine years al_e inadequately cared for
or supervised during lunch time and after school hours.62

The welfare Director's comment that this story was merely away for Mrs. Clemens to get

out of a difficult situation, exemplifies both the Welfare Department's and society's views on

mothers and women in general. A mother was considered entirely responsible for the behaviour

of her children. There was, and still is a tendency to "blame working mothers if their children

misbehave."63 As Shari L. Thurer states, the "dominant belief after the Second World Vy'ar was

that 'there are no problem children, only problem parents'."64 The fact that Mrs. Clemens' boys

were caught steeling coal would have been viewed by many as her failure to provide moral

guidance for the family. To cover up for her inability to properly raise her boys, the director's

comment implies that she concocted this story to protect her shortcomings as a mother. Since he

claimed the family did not really need coal because they relied on fuel for heat and because they

had enough money to keep the home sufficiently heated, the boys must have acted on their own

mischievous behavior. Accordingly, this would not look good on her Family Service or Welfare

records. Since this type of behavior may have forced the departrnent to take away her children, it

follows that according to the welfare department, she must have fabricated the need for extra

heat to protect her children and herself. A closer look at the departrnent's classification system

:: Rlnort of the Social Services Audit (Winnipeg: Social Services Audit, Inc., 1969) 31.

:: Little, .À/o Car, No Radio, xvii, and Abramovitz, Regulating the Lives,l92.
Thurer refers to child rearing as a "perilous endeavor, a virtual setup ofparental blame," due to the

"onerous myth of motherhood," Thurer, Myths of Motherhood,254.
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of female applicants will demonstrate that welfare policy was equipped to identifr a woman's

moral aptitude as well as her ability to deceive.

In V/innipeg, mothers who applied for assistance were systematically labeled based on

tl¡ree sets of categories. These were unmamied, deserted or separated, and "irregular unions."

Although unmarried motherhood was not as acceptable as it is today, single mothers were still

accorded assistance if they met the right criteria. Before being considered a worthy applicant,

the Department first had to obtain clearance from the Children's Aid Society who was

responsible for determining if the woman had the capacity to be a responsible mother. "If the

Children's Aid Society is not able to arrange a placemenf, or indicates to us that such a

placement is not desirable, the woman is then referred back to the Department, and if eligible,

assistance is granted."65 As was demonstrated in the previous chapter, Mothers' Allowance was

originally designed as a method for protecting children and maintaining maternal custody. Thus

before the Welfare Department could consider providing assistance to an unmaried mother, the

Children's Aid Society had to first decide if the woman w¿N capable of raising her children by

society's standards.

Departmental polices further defined manied mothers as either separated or deserted. In

the case of marital separation the referral for aid went first to Family Court, as it was responsible

for obtaining maintenance from the "head."66 The category for separated women contained

further demarcation of eligibility. These included applicants who had moved out of the family

home "by agreement" or "as a result of conflicf' and the "head of the household" remained in the

"conditions of Eligibility, Procedure," lnw'orker's Handbook,22,(my emphasis).
Ibid.,6.

65

66
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family home "presumably able to support."67 Also included were those cases where "both

parties to the union" remained in the home and the applicant allegedthatthe head refused to help

support the family. Based on the assumption that*alleged destitution" was the consequences of

marital differences, these applicants were considered a "primary responsibility" of the Family

Court, because "legal responsibilities of the head" to support the family was mandated in Family

Law- Consequently, aid was refused until the Family Court deemed it necessary to assist the

applicant. Involving the Family Court during the application process was another measure used

to determine the legitimacy of the woman's claim. Both separated and deserted mothers were

ineligible for aid until the Family Court concluded unequivocally that the "head," or the father,

was unable to pay maintenance.6s

These categorical policies imply that separated women were forced to remain dependent

upon their husbands despite the end of the union. In these instances theWelfare Department did

not address the safety of the applicant. Given that the "head" was refusing to financially support

the family then it can be speculated that the situation had already become emotionally

destructive, and quite possibly physically abusive. Instead of helping the woman to find safety

by giving her financial assistance to be on her own, departmental policy remained dispassionate

to her situation and instead assumed the allegations would quite likely turn out to be false.

According to policy,

ft]his procedure is valid, not only in terms of relative responsibility, but also as a
means of screening out those cases in which an application for assistance is made
inpique, on împulse, or as a meonsþr punishing the maninamatter of
difference of no great consequence.u'

67

68

69

I bid., 6(a) (my emphasis).

il-"guf Matters, Family Court, Desertion - Separation - Maintenance," In l{orker's Handbook,3.
Ibid.,3 (my emphasis).
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The classification of deserted women was somewhat more precarious. If the

"whereabouts of head of household" was found to be in the metropolitan Winnipeg area, then

financial help was withheld until the worker contacted the man.70 If he was found, and was

willing and able to provide support, then the file would be closed, and aid denied. If he refused,

then he would be faced with possible charges under the Vy'ives' and Children's Maintenance Act.

In the meantime the woman was left without financial support.

For those whose husbands' whereabouts were unknown, or if the "situation
appears to be obscure," then it was the Department's accountability to the City
that required the worker to inform the applicant that the application would be held
up until a thorough investigation could be undertaken.

The point of this advice is that the applicant has a right to know what we propose
to do, and the warning may provide an opportunity for her to disclose tnoi. 

-

information.Tl

Accordingly, the threat of intense investigations and the denying of aid would prevent deception

from female applicants. If the investigation revealed that the "head" could be located, then the

investigatot may instruct the man to contact the Department. Perhaps the contact was suggested

only if the investigator believed that the woman truly did not know of the father's whereabouts.

As with the other cases, the application for aid, and the "opening or closing of the case,, would

be dependent upon the findings of the investigation.

In all of the above cases, the Department presumed that any woman who applied for

financial assistance was capable of giving false testimony. According to the lg1lreport on

povetty presented by the Report of the Special Senate Committee on Poverty, unlike other areas

70 lbid.,6(a\.7t lbid.,6(a). This rule questions the integrity of the woman applying for assistance.
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of law, the perpetrator was considered guilty until proven innocent. For example, in instances of

criminal activity police must procure a'Judicial warrant before entering the home of even a

dangerous criminal," whereas welfare recipients "routinely sign documents allowing welfare

ofÍicials continuing access to their homes." 72 Regardless of whether the estranged couple lived

together or apart, or if the "head" was willing to support the family, the woman was forced to

remain destitute until if and when Family Court decided otherwise, There are no references in

the l\/orkers' Handbook or in any of the annual reports on the average time the Family Court

took to process approval for assistance. We can only imagine the stress experienced by a lone-

parent waiting for a decision, while trying to survive without financial support.

The last category, irregular unions, was a gfey arcain Welfare policies. Departmental

policy attempted to sort out the problem of couples who were living together without being

legally married. It was determined that the "term 'common-law' [was] being used

improperly."T3 Inorder for the term to be considered appropriate two factors had to be present.

The couple had to demonstrate that they possessed the "legal capacity to marr¡/," and that they

had an "agreement to marry." With the introduction of the Marriage Act, "common-law unions,,

did not have any rights except if the woman had "lived and cohabited" with a man for a year or

more and if there had been " a child born of the union." If howevet, one of the partners wa.s

married to someone else, then the woman could not be considered a "common-law,, wife.

Instead she was labeled a "concubine." Regardless of which of the couple was married to

someone else, it was the woman who was branded with the dubious title of ..concubine.,, The

term implies that even if the man was married, it was the woman who was responsible for being

:. . Rggort of the Special Senate Committee on Poverty, Poverty ín Canada(Ottawa: The Alger press
Limited, l97l),147.
'" "L"gal Matters," In llorker's Handbook,6.
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involved in a sordid affaft. This demonstrates that women were considered the guardians of

moral responsibility. Additionally, it implies that the man was responsible for financially

supporting the woman, and that he was awarded authority over her, as if he were her legal

husband. If in fact the term was meant only to differentiate living "in sin" from a pseudo-legal

common-law couple, why was it only the woman who was classified and not the man as well?

No matter how these unions were defined, the category of commonJaw marriages

remained ambiguous to the welfare bureaucracy as indicated by further instructions. After taking

the time to thoroughly define the term "irregular unions," the llorkers' Handbookfurther states

that despite the Maniage Act, the term was chosen as it implied "that no distinction" was made

between "common-law and adulterous unions. " There was "no point in precise definition

relative to need." 7a As charitable as this may sound, the family was still teated the same as

other applicants. Regardless of financial destitution, the applicant still had to go through the

same stages of investigation and acceptance, leaving her financially unstable until such time as

eligibility was determined.

Women who were separated from or deserted by their husbands were put through an

intrusive and rigorous examination before being owardedassistance. Quite often, welfare

departments would withhold assistance until such time as the father could be located and his

ability to pay support examined. "Across Canada there is liule or no assistance given to the

deserted wife who must locate her husband and charge him with non-support in order to obtain

the assistance of the Family Court."75 Even if the man \¡/as located, there was no guarantee he

would pay, as there was a lack of regulated enforcement to pursue him. Since the absent father

Ibid., t5.
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was expected to continue supporting his family, it was imperative for the departrnent to

undertake an intensive "examination of the circumstances" of the applicant.T6 This investigation,

however, was beyond the normal scope of a social worker's duties. Hence, upon completion of

an application for support, the file was turned over to the Law Department for review. The file

would then be sent to Family Court, and in the cases of default on alimony payments, would

"institute action" for a "Maintenance Order" against the absent father. In the meantime, the

social workers would continue their job of "social investigation" of the applicant. In order to

keep welfare costs down, many women were cajoled into remaining in abusive relationships,

based on the assumption that they were at fault for the husband's behaviour.TT Women who

were dependent upon welfare became "the principle targets of moral...regulations that reinforced

their dependency on either abusive or deserting husbands, common-law partners, or intrusive

state agencies."78 Single mothers were encouraged to either put their babies up for adoption, or

to place them in day-care centres, which would allow the women to work, meet other people and

"possibly marry."7e Regardless of whether or not the woman's application \¡ras approved, a

welfare social worker, the Law Department and the Family Court would have closely scrutinized

her lifestyle.

The Department recognizedthat the "material seryice" of welfare w¿N seen by many people as a

"highly limited program."so M*y people were denied assistance because they did not meet all

of the qualifications of the "standard budget" even though they were still "very much in need."

tüe Family (Ottawa, April 197 l), 62.

:: "Conditions of Eligibility, procedure,,' In ll'orker,s Hqndbook,6.
:: Sftuthers, Limits oj,e¡ti"r"",155-6.
;: Struthers, Limits of AffIuence,l5B-9 and Little, No Car, No Radio,72-73.
:: Struthers, Limits of Afiluence,ll1.

"Introduction: Eligibility,' n Ibid.. 3.
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For those who were refused assistance, it was necessary that the worker explain in,þatient

detail" why they were not eligible. Due to limitations in welfare programs, anyone denied

benefits was given "every opportunity to appeal an individual decision if they [believed] that

they have not been given due consideration." How often was this course of action taken?

Although there are no statistics on the frequency of appeals, quite likely the numbers were low.

By the time an individual approaches a welfare department, he or she is already destitute

and usually applying as a measure of last resort. Factors such as job loss, illness, death or

desertion by a spouse and irreconcilable differences in the marital home, are all reasons to leave

an individual feeling lost and no longer in control. Whatever confidence the person may have

had would have been severely damaged. He or she would be emotionally exhausted and unable

to battle for assistance. For women, it would have been even more difficult. Society considered

a married woman as subordinated to her husband's authority and dependent upon him to make

the major decisions in the family. Thus she would find it difficult to argue with aperson in an

authoritative position in control of financial decisions. Furthermore, education was often not a

priority in post-war Canada. Many women applying for assistance had not finished high school,

or in some cases junior high. Given that in 1966 only 32.5 percentof males and 38.5 percent of

females completed grade twelve, it was not inconceivable that welfare policies recognized this

trend.8l This is shown by Manitoba's welfare departments disallowing support for children over

the age of 14, unless physically or mentally incapacitated.s2 Accordingly, a lack of education

Er 
. ¡'H. Leacy and M.C. Urquhart, eds., "Series w30-40. Persons Ieaving fi¡ll-time studies and

potentially available to th-e labour force, by sex and education at[ainment, Canada, 1966 and l97l to 1975,.
In Historical Statistics of Canada.82 Department ofÞublic Welfare, City of Winn ipeg, lltorkers' Handbook of policy and procedures,
April1962,2.
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would leave the applicant feeling intimidated by an educated person in power, and therefore

unable to stand up for her rights.

That applicants were feeling the pressure of an uncertain financial future by the time they

approached Welfare for assistance is demonstrated in the high praise the welfare department had

for its social workers. These workers \ryere seen as an integral component for dealing with

applicants and recipients. Their skills in diagnoses, counseling and interviewing were considered

"useful and important."83 Their greatest contribution, however, "rests in the unqualified

acceptance of responsibility to give help to people who are in need, regardless of the nature of

that need, and to define that help in terms of the troubled personalíty."8a Despite the

circumstances sulrounding an application, the social worker was trained to consider applicants as

being unable to take care of themselves, placing the worker in a position of absolute authority.

After having been put through the intrusive procedure of application and assuming the

lone-parent had been approved for financial assistance, the Department then became the

replacement for the absent husband. This can be demonstrated by the "man in the house," or the

"substitute father'l rule. "Although in principle the mother was not morally to blame for being

deserted, she and her children were the ones left behind whom welfare authorities had to

support."8s Based on the "male-breadwinner ideology," support would only be continued as long

as she remained dependent upon welfare.s6 The presence of "any man" in the home would

immediately disqualiff "the entire family on the grounds that the children were no longer

:t "social Service, " in lbid., l.
:: Ibid., t,(my emphasis)

ðo Liftle, l/o Car, No Radio, 173.
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'deprived of parental support'."87 Since a woman could not be denied assistance ..,on the

grounds of suspicion only,' [p]ositive evidence of cohabitation had to be established.',8s Any

means necessary could be used to catch the woman in her deceit. This would be done through

"credit checks, and collateral contacts with relatives, friends, and neighbors,,'8e or through

volunteered information from teachers, judges, and landlords.eO As if these intrusions were not

enough, welfare investigators were encouraged to conduct "midnight raids,",þarked-car

surveillance," and to make unexpected visits at supper time, or early in the moming"el

This account of the Welfare application process demonstrates the delicate situation that

Mrs. Clemens was in. Given that the report did not state how long she had been on welfare, the

fact that her husband had deserted her years before suggests that she had received welfare long

enough to recognize the paternalistic power the Department held over her. V/ith her original

application, she would have been faced with the decisions of the Family Court, which held the

final decision over her ability as a mother. She would have known fust-hand the experience of

intrusive home visits from social workers from the V/elfare Department. Mrs. Clemens would

also have learnt to survive as well as she possibly could on the monthly budget that had been

awarded her, and the consequences of receiving any money not approved by the Department.

The involvement of the Children's Aid Society clearly reflected society's expectation for

mothers as moral guardians of their children Director C.A. Pahick's suggestion that the whole

:'. Abomavitz, Regulating the Lives,324.
:: Struthers, Limits of Aftluence,lS7.
:: Abomavitz, neg"iati"g the L¡ves,3}4.
:: Little, No Car, No Radio, t73.er 

Sftuthers, Limits of Afiluence, 157 and Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the
Poor: the Functions of Public lhelfare (New york Vintage Books, lg7 l), 127 .
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affair was just away to garner support to protect her status as a mother, w¿ts really just a

reflection of how women, especially those on public welfare, were perceived as being capable of

lies and deception. In conclusion, under the guise of middle-class domesticity,welfare was

designed as alegalized method for governments to replace the authoritative male head of the

household in order to control the lives of the single mothers excluded from familial homes.
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Chapter Three

Laying The Blame

In all the absurdities and inconsistencies of human behavÍor, and man is capable of
wondrous paradox when he sits in judgement of himself, none is quite as massive as the
expectation that the beggar will become noble through the alchemy of denial. On the one
hand we consign the 'rundeserving poor" to a pariah limbo, and with the same injunction
we demand of him that he extricate himself by exercising the highest ideals of selflessness.
The poor man is not endowed with a nobilify of soul, as we measure that dimension in 1966.
He tends to snort skeptically into his forbidden beer when urged to haul upon his boot-
straps, and if he is backed into a corner bounded by logic and sweet reason, he may muster
an awlrward argument to the effect that his kind never make the payoff....r

City of Winnipeg, Public Iklfare Department Annual Report, 1966,26.



On January 4,1960 the Winnipeg Free Press reported that over the previous decade, V/innipeg's

welfare caseload had risen by approximately 15 per cent.2 As of Dece mber 26, Ig5g,2,374cases were

recorded, an "increase of 19 over the previous week and a rise of 9l over the same week of 195g.,, This

number compared poorly to the 1,904 cases recorded for the same week in 1949. Onereason for this,

claimed the report, was due to the increase of people who were receiving institutional care, particularly

those in nursing homes: 400 in 1947 comp¿red to almost 700 atthe end of 1959. More importantly, the

number of "employable family heads" collecting welfare benefits had increased from ll7 in 1947 to 293

by the end of December 1960.

This report failed to explain precisely why more families were dependent upon welfare, and was

perhaps a reflection of how society viewed the less fortunate. If the reporter had delved into the reasons

for the increase of families on welfare, then the readers would not have been left on their own to decide

who they were. Instead, they were granted free reign to reinforce the myth of the welfare recipient as

lary, incompetent, and as responsible for their situation. There were two factors that contributed to the

rise of caseloads, neither one of which was defined by the article. The first was due to policy changes

made over the previous decade that made eligibility for assistance more accessible. The other factor

directly related to the growing numbers of unemployed as a result of changes in Canada's economy.

According to Andrew Armitage, all "social welfare prograûrmes have a tendency to stigmatise

their recipients, principally as a result of the fact that to receive welfare support continues to be viewed

as an admission of failure on the part of the beneficiary."3 There are two theories used in defining the

poor, the cultural and the situational perspectives. During the period covered by this study, Manitoba,s

1 *W"lfare 
Cases Up No 2,3'.,4,', In Winnipeg Free press,January 4, 1960, l.t 

Andrew Armitage', Social lhelfare in Cinaãa: Ideals and Realities, and Future paths (Toronto: McClelland
and Steward Limited, lggg),29.
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welfare system had developed to reflect the cultural perspective, which proposes that the poor are

viewed differently than the non-poor. "Their being different, or deviant, with respect to a whole set of

patterns of behaviour...sets them apart basically from the rest of the society."o Th"r" behaviours are

intergenerational and difficult to change. Conversely, the situational perspective states the differences in

behaviour "derive not internally, generated by the unique values of the poor, but rather, externally, as the

inevitable consequences of their occupying an unfavorable position in a restrictive social structure."S

Their behaviour is not due to their inherent culture, but because they are not allowed the opportunities to

"realizethese values through the socially sanctioned avenues." By the middle of the 1960s, welfare

administrators were trying to accept that perhaps society was partially at fault for its inability to provide

for and to protect all Canadian citizens. They, however, remained reluctant to alter their beliefs of the

poor. This chapter will concentrate on the negative image of the welfare recipient and will demonstrate

that departmental policy was predicated on the premise of personal failure.

During the same time as the above report there was a growing concern over the increase of the

unemployed. According to the Unemployment Insurance Commission, as of December 31, 1959,.the

number ofjob seekers" in V/innipeg had increased by I,377 bringing the total of those ,,seeking jobs or

a change of employment" to 19,599.6 Of those nearly 20,000 turemployed, 5,038 were women,

indicating the necessity of women in the workforce. Dean F.C. Cronkite of the Faculty of Law,

University of Saskatchev/an, states that the unemployment rate estimated at 7 percent, was not yet

"critical."7 If the rate were to climb to 10 per cent then there would be reason for concern. Cronkite

believed that a large part of the problem lay with changes in the "industries of the future," which

4 
Chaim I' Waxman, The Stigma of Poverty: A Critique of Poverty Theories and policies(Willowdale:

Permagon Press Canada Ltd., 1983), 7.
' Waxman, Stigma of Poverry,27.
I "A.ea Jobless Total continues to Rise," rn I(innipeg Free press,January 6, 1960,l.t 

"Unemployment Not Critical: UIC Advisor," In iliinipeg Fre'e press,January g, 1960,3.
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required "more education both academic and technical." Although unemployment insurance had been in

place since 1940, there were many people who were still ineligible for coverage, and benefits were

payable for only a limited period of time.8 The increase in welfare caseloads, as reported above, could

be partially contributed to strict eligibility criteria of the unemployment insurance plan and to

insufficient periods of payment, forcing many to apply for social Assistance.

Welfare departments did not necessarily agree that the level of unemployment and the absence of

available jobs were factors of destitution. In an anonymous letter to the editor..A Canadian Citizen,,

claimed to be unable to find full-time paid employment.e "Since January 195g, I have only worked nine

months due to lay-ofß." He had been forced to apply for welfare in order to support his wife and two

small children. He was awarded $29 per week to "pay for food, clothing, rent, \Àrater, phone, plus other

bills" which left him with less than a "dollar a day" to buy food to feed his family. It was difficult to

watch his family suffer because he could not provide enough money to support them. He believed that

complaining to the Department would only exasperate his situation.

Ifyou should speak up you are considered a nuisance and told to behave or face the
consequences. I am willing to work at anyjob which will provide me with an
opportunity to make a living as I still have too much pride to start begging, which has
been suggested by certain péople who are supposedty appointedìo;tã tdil;ñl^.^

Just as Mrs. Clemens had been worried about upsetting her worker, so too was this Citizen.

Unlike Mrs. Clemens, there is no background information on the author of this letter. However

certain assumptions can be made. Since he was constantly being faced with lay-ofß, it is likely he was a

: Margaret Jane Hillyard Little, No Car, N.o_fqdio, No Liquor Permit: The Moral Regulation of Single
Mothers in ontario, 1920-1997 (Toronto: oxford university Press, l ggg), tOg and James sìruth erc, The Límits of
lfluence¡ \.elfare ly oltyyø, 1920-t970 (Toronto: university of Toronto press, 1994), 166.' Letters to the Editor: A chance to work. rn winnipeg Free press,February q,';-9ø1, ts-ro lbid' t3.
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blue-collar worker, subject to the whims of labour-intensive occupations. Additionally, many children

did not finish high school since it was fairly easy, especially for young men, to find employment in the

labour and delivery markets, since neither of these required formal education or intensive training.

Based on high rates of school dropouts during the early post-war era, the Citizenmore than likely lacked

a high school education.lr

Social welfare historians argue that policies were designed to compliment the market economy

by maintaining a steady supply of workers to fill the lowest echelons of employment. There has been

and always will be a section of the population that is unable to fully participate. "Those with limited

education find employment only at the most menial levels of unskilled labour where they are subjected

to irregular, seasonal, and intermittent employment at the lowest wage-levels.l2 These people are the

most wlnerable and the most likely to turn to government subsidies during times of unemployment.

Furthermore, keeping benefits "below current wages" ensures that "public aid does not become more

attractive than the lowest paying job."'' By stigmatizing welfare and its recipients, governments and

society have turned being on "the dole" into an unattractive altemative to working at "any job at any

\Mage."l4

The Citizen was faced with dependency upon the welfare system until such time as he could

improve his situation. In his letter to the editor, he clearly perceived his case as being handled with the

lack of respect he believed he deserved. Despite how he was treated by departmental staff, he remained

rr In 1951, the majorify of 14 to 17 years olds were not in school. By 1960, en¡olments for the same age
group were up, but at least one-third was not in school. Doug Owram, Born at the Right Time: A Hßtory of the
Baby Boom Generation (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996), I I l-l 13.

Report of the Special Senate Committee on Poverty, Poverty in Canadq (Ottawa: Information Canada,
l97l), tt3.13 Mimi Abram ovitz, Regulating the Lives of llomen: Social llrelfare Policy from Colonial Times to the
Present (Boston: South End Press, 1988), 317.14 Frances Fox Piven and RichardA. Cloward, Regulating the Poor: the Functions of Public llelfare (New
York Vinøge Books, l97l), xvii.
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a proud man anxious to work, and clearly did not relish his association with the welfare department. He

also recognized both the negative attitudes emanating from welfare workers, and the self-imposed

stigma found in many recipients.

The Canadian'Welfare Council's (CWC) study of 1955 hints at serious ideological problems

within the City of Winnipeg's welfare department. They reported the administration still "bear[s] the

stamp of the depression philosophy." The 'þolicies and practices" of the department were ..introduced

during the depression years," and except for some minor amendments inl943 remained the only written

policy.ls Through a series of interviews, the CWC determined the department's out-dated philosophy

was found in agencies throughout Winnipeg.l6 The Council heard that in several cases, welfare workers

had humiliated people who came in on their own seeking assistance.tT These people had been "shouted

at, or bawled out or shoved around on occasion." Those referred by other social agencies received only

somewhat better treatment.

Although the CWC recognized the difficulty in documenting abuses, it did not change the fact

that reports were heard on many occasions and "from a number of sources."l8 Regardless of the vatidity

of these claims, the fact that cornplaints existed at all raised concerns about the department's public

image. The CWC recommended the department "give more thought to its public relations" and to the

interpretation of its services. They emphasized that individuals who required relief from the City should

15 
Canadian Vy'elfare Council, "The Purpose of the Department," In Canadiqn l4relfare Council Stuþ of the

llinnipeg Public Department (Ottawa: Queen's printer, 1955), 6.rc Social agencies supported by the Public Welfare Division included the Children's Aid Societies, The
Society for Crippled Children and Adults. Other agencies used for short-term assistance were the volunta
agencies such as the Salvation Army, the Jewish Child and Family Service and the Family Bureau of Greatêr
Winnipeg . Department of Health and Public llelfare, lg5g, 146, and Report of the Soital Service Audit
(Winnipeg: Social Service Audit, Inc.,l969), p 136
" "Services to Clients," ln Social Service Audit, 25.r8 lbìd.,7-8.
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not be viewed as less worthy than groups assisted by higher levels of government, such as the federally

funded Unemployment program, the Canada Pension Plan or Workmen's Compensation.

There is no reason why a person applying to the Public Welfare Department for help
should receive less consideration than one who applies for the ,"*i"". of a bank, an
insurance company or any office established to serve the public. In fact many ofthe
clients...are aged, ill or disabled in some way and should, therefore be givenihe utmost
consideration of the staff of the Department.ie

The CWC also indicated that financial assistance was not available on an equitable basis to all

that met the "requirement of economic need." Exclusions occurred "because of race, religion, political

beliefs, personal habíts, residence, citizenship, or artiflrcial classification of people into categories.',20

Due to an impartial administration, 'þersons in comparable financial circumstances" did not necessarily

receive comparable treatment.

There is evidence that welfare offices in many municipalities are deliberately made as
unpleasant as possible, administration of welfare payments as cumbersome as possible,
and information about the rights of welfare recipients as incomplete as possiblã, in order
to cut down on the number of applicants for welfare payments.2

The CWC insisted the best approach for helping recipients improve their circumstances was by treating

them with dignity and respect.22 They believed recipients would "respond positively to such treatment.,,

If the department ignored this principle, welfare would continue failing to help people to become

"independent and self-supportirg."" The CWC acknowledged the futitity and impracticability of public

assistance in its attempt to enforce moral standards on recipients.2a They concluded that welfare "s.

t9
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"Services to Clients" In lbid.,25.
Ibid., 9, (my emphasis).
P overty in Canada, 86-7 .

"The Purpose of the Department," In Canadian l4telfare Council Stuþ,7-9.
"Public Welfare Principles," In lbid.,9.
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Departments were established to serve the community. Thus anyone who required assistance had the

"right to apply for help, and should be treated with consideration and courtesy."

The 1958 Annual Report of the Department of Health and Public Welfare contains a description

of the administration of the Mothers' Allowance program for the Greater Winnipeg area. Miss E.

Thompson, Supervisor of the Winnipeg Mothers' Allowance and Special Assistance Branch carefully

explains the logistics of the office. There were at that time four social workers, and four clerical

assistants who functioned together under a branch supervisor "in the granting of allowance and the

provision of caseworker service."25

Each social worker is responsible for aÍLareaof the total Greater Winnipeg district which
comprises the Cities of Winnipeg, St. James, St. Boniface and East Kildonan and the
adjoining towns and municipalities. V/ith caseloads of approximately 105 families, our
workers are busy persons. A worker will handle from five to ten applications in a month,
as well as being responsible for service to families on continuing allowance.26

According to the 1958 provincial statistics there werc 1,321families receiving Mothers' Allowance and

municipalities had been reimbursed for 819 famity units and 137 "single transient men."27 The

difference in the reported numbers of recipients could mean one of two things. Either the provincial and

municipal departments were not working in cooperation with each other, or the Mothers' Allowance

supervisor was trying to downplay the seriousness of the overworked administration. Despite the

statistical contradictions between the two departments, this meant that each worker would have been

responsible for between239 and 330 recipients/families, not 105.

::- (Miss) E. Thompson, Department of Heatth qnd Public llelfareAnnual Report, 1958,233.26 1bid.,233.27 "Financial Assistance Case Load September 30, I 958, and 1959," ln Department of Health and Public
lltelfare, Annual Report, 1960,5.
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Regardless, the four social workers were very busy people indeed as indicated by their job

description. For each case load the worker was responsible for interviews, home visits, assessing the

family's eligibility for assistance, determining the basic budget each month, and for initiating the use of

special grants as provided in the "program to meet additional needs which arise in any family from time

to time. "28 The worker was also responsible for assessing the "broader needs of the family unit...for a

major goal of our program is to extend financial help in such a way and together with casework help and

the use of community resources as indicated, to help the family to restore, retain and sustain its highest

degree of self-dependence, self-respect and happiness." Since the caseworkers were over-worked,

adjustments were made to the department to improve services for families in need of assistance. Inl959

the department added one social worker to help lessen the load. This fifth person was relegated to

Intake so that only one person was responsible for all new enquiries and enrollments. She was also in

charge of "a small caseload of families requiring intensive help for a period of time."2e By this time

there were 1,368 Mothers' Allowance recipients, with the province reimbursing the municipalities for

1,032. Even though intake was relegated to the new worker, this meant that the other four social

workers were still responsible for between 258 and,342 fanilies each.3o Increasing staff levels to handle

the increase of caseloads indicates the department recognized that employees were over-worked and

quite possibly overwhelmed. It is possible that the negativity and abuse discovered by the CWC was

due to anxiety in the over-worked staff.

28 "Mothers' Allowance and Social Assistance Branch," Inthe Department of Health and Pubtic llelfare
Annual Report, 1958,233-34. Some of the communþ resources included "voluntary agencies" such as the
Salvation Army, the Jewish Child and Family Service and the Family Bureau of Greater Winnipeg who were also
there to help those who were not "eligible for assístance from any...agencies." Social Services Audit, 136.¿> "Mothers'Allowance and Social Assistance Branch," lnthe Department of Heatth and Pubtic lhelføre
Annual Report, 1958, 159.30 "Financial Assistance Case Load September 30, 1958 and 1959," Inthe Department of Health qnd Public
úItelfare Annual Report, 1959, 5. In 1956, the average caseload for the Ontario social worker was supposed to be
seventy-five but was as high as 200 per month, Struthers, Limits of Aflluence, l5l.
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The Department acknowledged that some workers may "on occasion feel an elèment of doubt in

dealing with new cases."3l This doubt, however, was not necessarily because of the anxieties of the

over-worked employee. Instead it was seen as a reaction to the attitude of the new recipient. "One of

the outstanding problems to be encountered in early contact is apathy or outright resistance, apathy

simply being another form of resistance." In response to the applicant's behaviour, the worker, feeling

unwanted or unappreciated, protected himself by deciding the case was "beyond help." Administrators

therefore recognized that in "terms of treatment, some of the problem is with the worker .',32 To

overcome this attitude, the worker was encouraged to "try to develop a feeling of confidence," to

acknowledge his work was important and a "necessary function to carry out, that he has the capacity to

do an effective job." The worker had to accept that it was his responsibility to serve all that came for

help; "those who seem to refuse help as much as people who welcome it.,,

This commentary demonstrates two things. Firstly, the reports from potential recipients of being

treated poorly were not necessarily imaginary. If the worker were feeling apprehensive towards the

applicant, it would take great restraint not to visibly show disdain for the individual. Perhaps this is

where some of the unofficially documented confrontations originated. Secondly, if the worker felt that

because of his attitude the applicant was beyond help, then quite likely he would have been refused

assistance. These actions would have been in contradiction to the V/elfare Department's mandate.

"Above all, effective administration must always reflect the conviction that people in need are entitled to

the same respect which is the right of people anywhere."33 Therefore, if employees allowed personal

prejudices to affect their relationship with new applicants, the mandate of the Department would have

been seriously compromised.

:l "social Services," In Workers' Handbook,3.
l1 l\orkers' Handbook,3 (my emphasis).33 "Introduction Public AsÀisiancé,,' In llorkers, Handbook, l.
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A study conducted by graduate students from the University of Manitoba Social Work

Department address the concerns of how social workers respond to their clients. Their goal was to

determine if social workers did in fact have preconceived classifications for welfare applicants and

recipients. There were two basic assumptions for examining the "one-to-one transaction" between the

social worker and the client.

A. That all people need to love and to be loved; that they continuously strive to meet this
need in their relationships with people and things; that not all people relate themselves to
the world around them in exactly the same way.

B. That social workers somehow aclarowledge this aspect of human need in their valuing
of dignity and wofh and in their attempting to operationalize this basic tenant; that they
view people in these terms; that they relate themselves both in terms of their own
individual needs (from a personal standpoint) qrl i" terms of how other people need
them to relate (from a professional standpoint).'u

The basis of this study was "to ascertain the extent of agreement among social workers in the way they

categorize clients when given a particular classification system."3s Classification systems are important

to Social Work since one of the "distinguishing marks of any helping profession is in its ability to

systematize and classifr knowledge that can be useful in the helping process."36 For each defined

"client-type," an "effective treatment mode" would be developed. This development "can have a

number of advantages for social work and casework in particular" as it would "help social workers to

convey their professional knowledge more effectively to others..."37

They further theorized that "social work is a culture in and of itself with learned ways of

perception and procedure." Among social workers, "there is a collective intelligence in casework

34 Barry Corrin et al., "A Research Study of the Way in Which Social Workers Classify Client Types Given a
Particular Classification System," MSW thesis, Universify of Manitoba, 1970,2.35 Corrin et al., "Reiearch Study," 5.

1: Corrin et al., "Research Study," 3.37 Conin et al., "Research Study," 4.
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practice, and that social work knowledge is communicable." 3s The authors acknowledged that their

methodology, although sound, was not necessarily adequate in quantifying the question of preconceived

judgements. The number of case study samples and'Judges" were too small, and the case summaries

provided for the participants were inadequate. More importantly, a "number of the judges demonstrated

a noticeable degree of hostility and/or uncomfortableness with the idea of typing people."3e

Their final conclusions are tentative in that they did determine "avery faint impression" that

"there is some kind of tendency in workers to form 'diagnostic' judgements about their clients."4o This

could mean that "the professional perceptions of workers themselves is very weak, that is, that workers

themselves find it hard to recognize the need to love and to be loved in the people they 'treat'." This

conclusion, however, is "largely speculative as both the phenomena of social work practice was

apparently not too well represented and the theory of relatedness itself was found to be extremely hard

to operationahize."4|

In1963, a questionnaire was administered to the employees of the City of Winnipeg Welfare

Department. Designed by Mitchell C. Neiman, M.S.W., the survey was designed to determine the

effectiveness of the staff and their interaction with clients. The results suggested there might be a

'oproblem in the orientation of staff members to Department philosophy.-a' The "pattern of responses"

indicated there were "many different opinions about the nature of the caseload and the societal factors

which produce it." If "the 'causes' of dependency are poorly understood, can the individual caseworker

feel conviction about desirable objectives for his clientele to work toward or about the methods he

ï Corrin et al., "Research Study," 5.

il Corrin et al., "Research Study," 26.40 Corrin et al., "Research Study," 3l-32.
il Conin et al., "Research Study," 32.42 Mitchell C. Ñeiman, M.S.W; " An Investigation into Public Assistance Costs in Winnipeg," In l(innipeg
P ublic ltre lfar e D ep artme nt, 19 63, I l.
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employs to help his clients towards these objectives?"43 Accordingly, these differences of opinion

would affect the "approaches used in the counseling portion of the caseworkers' responsibilities."

The survey results did not convince Neiman that staff should be forced to "conform to a rigid

interpretation of causal factors and techniques to be applied."aa The Department was experiencing

"considerable staff turnover" making it difficult, if not impossible, for new employees to incorporate

"Department philosophy." Furtherrnore, the "orientation methods" for new staff members was

insufficient in compensating for the shortcomings found in interpreting department policy, which was

important for the "understanding and performance of caseworkers." Perhaps, muses Neiman, some of

these "shortcomings" could be repaired through the supervisory process, as had been inferred by the

"long-service staff members." Due to the large rate of turnover, however, this approach would be

difficult. Even though the problem of policy interpretation was found mostly in new staffmembers, the

study also determined that a lack of compassion was especially strongest in those without a professional

education. These shortfalls could be addressed by hiring educated social workers.

As late as l962,the Canadian Welfare Council's advice to utilize the "increasing knowledge of

human behaviour" in a positive manner was either being ignored or distorted in order to continue to

place the blame of poverty upon the recipient. According to Gerard Meyers, then Director of Public

\Melfare for the City of Winnipeg:

There is utter folly in presuming that here is a city's accumulation of unfortunates who
have fallen victim to circumstances beyond their control. We have said that they are
people too. By virtue of that fact, they have minds and hearts, andthe privilege of

Neiman, "An Investigation," I l.
Neiman, "An Investigation," I l.
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choice. They must bear some of the responsibility for their own plight, and there is no
room for thefungus-soft cry thatall this is society's fault.as

It is clear the Director was experiencing difficulty in absolving the individual of personal failure. He

acknowledges that the unfortunate should be recognized as human beings with feelings and choices and

not just as society's failures, but we should not take the easy way out and blame society for failing them.

Instead, the poor must be held accountable for their situation. Despite the rapid economical and

bureaucratic changes of the era which often left the poor and the uneducated on the fringes, failure to

participate was not to be blamed on society's shortcomings, but on individual choice.

The Director further hypothesizes that people were "becoming more prone to delegate

responsibilities which once were accepted by the individual."a6 There was an uneasy feeling in the

department that there \¡/as an increase in people who responded with "constemation and wrath when

expected to assume responsibility for their own problems." These people were consciously searching

for the path of least resistance. Unlike the experience of earlier decades, these individuals were

becoming less willing to take responsibility for their decisions, and more likely to shift the blame to

outside influence. Although blaming others is a common human behaviour, this suggests he recognized

that changes in society were inevitable, but due to personal limitations, or perhaps defects, there were

those who were unable to adjust. In accordance with the limitations of these people, he believed it was

easy for them to slip into a mode of dependency while showing little interest in changing or improving

their lives. As stated in the lü'orkers' Handbook, "these are people who have literally given up, and who

are moving toward a vegetable-like state."a7

G.G. Meyers, City of l4/innipeg Public Welfare Department, Annual Report for 1962, t (my emphasis).
Meyers, "Major Problems," City of Winnipeg Public Wrelfare Department Anrnal Report for 1962,18.
"Social Service," In llorkers' Høndbook,7.
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According to Meyers, the city could accept the burden of the so-called "natural dependencies,'as

found in the young, the aged, the sick and the disabled.as This minority should not be blamed for their

situation because their incapacity was not self-induced, but was a result of circumstances beyond their

control. His main concern focused on the "man-made dependencies" of the incarcerated, the victims of

"broken families,"ag and the increased numbers of unemployed. He assures us these people \¡/ere more

than just faceless statistics. "Here are citizens who are weak, confused and angry with the exhausting

intensity of ignorance." But how did he define ignorance? Was it a lack of education, or was he

refening to a character flaw so easily labeled upon welfare recipients?

To substantiate his claim that society was not responsible for personal failure, the Director

defined his impression of what constitutes a society. One must view a city as made up of not just streets,

utilities and "mill rates," but instead as a conglomeration of the "strong and the weak, the proud and the

.humble."So The success of a city was in the "achievements of the strong," those who worked and

supported themselves with "patient endurance" and who ca:ried their burdens from "day to day without

complaint'" The needs and demands of those who "lean upon others and contribute little or nothing of

their own," therefore threaten a city's strength,

Who were those on relief in 1963? After being asked many times for a definition, presumably

from the robust citizens of the city, the conclusion remained unresolved. They were "probably the same

kind ofpeople who were dependent in 1863 or 1063."sr A statistical report in the 1963 City of

:: Meyers, "Forward," In City of l{innipeg Public I|telfare DepartmentAnnual Report for 1962, l.
Despite the altruism of the Director, this term represents the disapproval sociefy ùeld towards those whose

marriages were unsuccessful, regardless of the reasons for desertion, separation or divorce.
:o Meyers, Ibid., l. ) r

5r 
"Part I, Facts and Figures," In City of Ilinnipeg, Public Welfare DepartmentAnnual report for 1963,- 3.
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Winnipeg's Annual Report supplied the public with an itemized breakdown of recipients.s2 Meyers,

however, felt the need to expand, since reports are good only for supplying "statistical reasons."53 The

recipients could be divided into three major groups. Making up only 5 per cent of the relief programs

were those poor souls who were "temporarily on their uppers," dúe to illness or personal crises which

affected the recipients' capacity to cope with the working world.sa These men rarely stayed on relief for

more than "four or six months," at which time they "returned to the land of the living." By the suÍtmer

they would be able to find seasonal employment, lowering their representation to less than one percent.

For these men, relief was a good option. Perhaps because they were so few in number, Meyers thought

it was a¿'pity" that they made up only a small percentage of the unfortunate.

The next group of people Meyers categorized,as those who were "able and weakly willing to

work" but unable to find employment for more than a few months of the year.tt Based on the

fluctuations of the labour market, they were the last ones hired and the first to be fired, and were the

most expendable of all employees. Given that they were perceived as being "in their forties, probably,"

and were married, among a "number of other things," perhaps this is where our Canadian Citizen would

have been slotted. Relying on generalizations, Meyers adds:

[T]hese people expect little for themselves, and therefore, they are not noticeably
energetic in a remedial sense. Relief is less uncomfortable than the frustrations and
heartbreak of repeated failure. If they are left alone they tend to sit and vegetate.56

The largest statistical group consisted of women. These women included unmarried mothers,

deserted wives, wives whose husbands were in jail or other institutions and were "ostensibly dependent"

sz 
See Schedule 3, "Facts and Figures," ln City of l,l/innipeg Public l(elfare DepartmentAnnual Report for

1963,3.

:" G.G. Meyers, "Relief go Home," ln Canadian lhelfare,January- February 1967,Yol.43,no l,p2l."_: Meyers, Relief,2O -21.
:: Meyers, Relief,2l.5õ Meyers, Retief.2l.
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due to the absence of a breadwinner. This category of unemployable females under the age of Z1,made

up an "ominous" 55 percent of the welfare payroll.sT Meyers describes these women as "young deserted

wives, with one or more dependent chilclren, who married in haste and now are more or less repentant at

the expense of the taxpayer."ss Th"se women were to be held accountable for not taking responsibility

for planning for their future.

Interestingly, Meyers found it easier to forgive men for their transgression and irresponsibility

than he did women. When faced with prolonged unemployment, a man could not help but develop a

"failure image" of himself.se Unable to fulfil the role of the breadwinner, a man in "extreme situations,'

acquires the attributes of the "pariah," and the "swelling phenomena of desertion" supports.,this

contention." There were few men who deserted their families "because of a desire for freedom.', It is

obvious that this "strange freedom" rarely involved "objective choice." Instead amarLwho chose to

leave his family was not reacting to marital difficulties, only to his inability to support them.

Welfare mothers' reluctance to work remained a sore spot for Meyers. He believed these women

felt comfortable and secure within the welfare culture. Not only did they not want to be productive

citizens, they believed they could use their so-called feminine wiles to survive.

It involves an agglomeration of women whose limited social aspirations have been
weakened by a basic threat to the only asset they posses s - their sex. They cling to relief
for a combination of three reasons: it constitutes the only security they have ever had, it
provides an opportunity for subsidized serial monogamy and carries the satisfaction of
the pound of flesh for the indignity and insult of desertions.60

Perhaps because of their anger at men they felt they could use the welfare system, and any men they

57

58

59

60

Meyers, Relief,2l-
"fart I, Facts and Figures," ln City of lVinnipeg Public l|/elfare Departntent Annual Report for 1963,4.
"Unemployment" In City of \l/innipeg Public l4/elfare Department Annual Report for 196Z,ZO.
Meyers, Relief, 2l (my emphasis).
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encountered, to make up for the lack of a secure marriage. Since they were angry at being deserted, or

because they recognizedthey could use their bodies to entice a series of men, they refused to accept

responsibility for their situation. Thus, according to the Director, these women were content to remain

indefinitely dependent on welfare.

Meyers' failed to acknowledge the domestic training so highly valued in the post-war society.

From a young age girls were convinced they would not have to support themselves as adults. Instead

they were expected to marry, raise a family, and live happity ever after. Generally speaking it was

diffrcult for women to receive appropriate training to support themselves in the predominately-male

world. Girls emulated their mothers and were encouraged to be nurturers, either at home or in the

female-dominated services such as nursing and teaching. This is demonstrated by the domestic skills

that were pervasive in a girl's education, in the middle-school setting, and in universities. As for his

claims these women were quite content to spend their lives in a series of monogamous relationships,

perhaps they were merely trying to find a dependable man who was capable of bearing the load of the

breadwinner, as per society's standards. For Meyers, it is clear that the welfare system was designed as

a replacement husband for lone parent mothers, who were incapable of financially supporting

themselves and their family. 'oJust as their husbands had flrnancially supported them in return for sexual

monogamy, the state struck a similar bargain."6l

R.H.C. Hooper, Supervisor of Social ServiCes reports that there were some men who continue to

mystify administrators. There were instances where the man, though dependent, appeared to be "quite

free of disabling problems. Observation indicates that he chooses idleness."62 As with Meyers, Hooper

:l Liftle, y'to Car, No Radio,57.62 "Legal Procedures" In Report of the Supervisor of Social Services, City of Winnipeg Public Welfare
D ep art m ent Annual Report, I 9 6 4, 24 (my emph as is).
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found it difficult to accept that someone would "consciously choose to be dependent, when we ate so

sensitive to the pervasive value of employment." These particular individuals chose dependency as a

"function of volition rather than handicap or environment."63 Administrators were at a loss in

classifying these enigmas. Since they were not on relief due to physical limitations, or because of

obvious factors in the home, one option was to deny them financial assistance. Denying assistance,

however, was rarely used because "this kind of treatment seems to be more painful to the dependents of

the drone, than the man himself." He would not be denied welfare because "public assistance" was

availableforpeoplewhowere..victimsrathertlranengineersofcircumstanceS.,,Nonetheless,onthe

"grounds that if a person chooses to be idle, then he, as a free responsible citizen, is obliged to live with

the implications of his choice."

The Department was also concerned about a "small, significantly important group of people in

receipt of assistance...who are functioning at a profoundly low social level."64 These people were part

of small group of inter-generational welfare recipients. They "utilize an unduly large proportion of the

Department's social service resources, and are a major concern to other health, welfare, educational and

law enforcement institutions in the community." Constant exposure to "chronic alcoholism, marital

strife, frequent desertions, early teen-age pregnancies, malnutrition, physical neglect, truancy andnon-

existent houselceeping standards" wereall indicators of their inability "to cope with even the simplest

realities of modern urban living."6s The Depaltment was most "disturbed about the predicament of

these families because of the feelings of degradation and the suffering they must experience," and

63 
Since environment is not defined, it may be assumed through the content of the material that the term refers

to the home of the individual, either where he grew up or where he presently resided.
RH.C. Cooper, "socially Malfuncting Famùies," In City of Wtnntpeg, Public l|telfare DepartmentAnnual

\eport, 1965, 17.Ó5 Cooper, Ibid.,No maffer what problerns a recipient may be experiencing, poor housekeeping continued to
be seen by the Welfare Departments as a major character flaw (my emphasis).
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because of "the distress" they causecl within the comrnunity. More importantly, there was grave concern

over "the tendency of some of the children to follow the example of their parents." 66 Accordingly,

some of these families were being studied "in close cooperation with other welfare agencies" with the

desire to develop usefi¡l approaches for helping these poor souls.

This will require bold thinking and experimentation. If all else fails, we may be forced to
concede the necessity of establishing some form of state guardianship wheràby these
families can live in a protected environment,where they will not be iequired io discharge
responsibilities they can neither comprehend nor fulfil.i 67

Even though only a "relatively small group" of children "grow up in an atmosphere of failure,,, it

was hoped that these children would be able to escape social assistance dependency.6s "It may still be

true, after all, that the children of all these people cherish their dreams and aspirations through the

experience of dependency, and react to opportunity when they can recognize it; or when someone

bothers to give a little encouragement." Out of concern for children of "public assistance families," the

Department set out to determine if, because of their home life, they may be "prohibited from taking full

advantage of educational opportunities."6e The underlying hypothesis for this concern was based on

certain "factors associated with public assistance status which create a selÊperpetuating cycle of

dependency." The two main questions in the study were:

a) How public assistance children compare with those of unassisted families in the same
social stratum, both as to their school performance and their potential for it; and

b) Whether public assistance families differ from unassisted families in the same stratum
with respect to goals and values that have a bearing on educational attainment.To

u-: Cooper, Ibid., 17.

:: Cooper, Ibid., l7 (my emphasis).

:: "Facts and Figures," In City of lünnipeg, Pubtic \4/elfare Department Annual Report for 1963, 5.ov 
"school Performance of Children in Families Receive Public Assistance in Canadà," ln Research, City of

Winnipeg Public lìtlelfore Department Annud Report, 1966,32.
"School Performance of Children in Farnilies Receive Public Assistance in Canada," In Research, Ciry of

Winnipeg Public llelfare Department Annual Report, 1966,32.
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After studying the data provided by the schools, and by comparing the "experimental group" with a

control group, the Department concluded that children on assistance do in fact perform poorly, and

"boys do even worse than girls."t' Tl't. stucly demonstrated that children from welfare homes .,failed in

their academic careers," and often were further behind in their academic performance than was expected

for their age groups. The study did not report on the attendance of the "experimental group" of children,

but at least, in these instances, they were attending school where they would be properly socialized and

taught work habits appropriate for future employment.

By l'964, there was a slight shift by the City V/elfare Department in its attitude towards the less

fortunate. Hooper states that in ordel for the Departrnent to "administer an effective program designed

to meet human need...we must be flexible enough to sliift our resources to meet the variations in need

that are bound to occur in a complex urban community where clients are under heavy social

pressures."1z TheDepartment, rmder Hooper's guidance, was willing to accept that perhaps the blame

was not necessarily due to individual defects.

It is one thing for prograrn administrators in their confident wisdom to devise
unimaginative and stereotyped services to lessen the physical deprivation of the poor; but
it is something quite different for the same administrators to identifi a wider range of
service demands that are designed to provide opportunity and foster a sense of dftnity
and worth. The former approach accepts destitution and dependency as a normal
phenomenon and atternpts to reduce the effect, while the latier seeki to help public
assistance clients function to the limit of their abilities so that they may achiwe more
productive socially useful and satisfuing lives.73

7t 
"school Performance of Children in Farnilies Receive PLrtrlic Assistance in Canada,',ln Research, City of

(innipeg Public llelfare Departnxent Annual Report, 1966,33.

:. Cooper, "Social Malfuncting Families,', 16.
Cooper, Ibid.,16.
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This statement illustrates that administrators recognized a change in policy was necess ary to help the

needy. Previous policies had failed because of lin-ritations that did not necessarily help the recipient to

alter his perspective, but were designecl only to change the home environment to more closely resemble

that of mainstream society. This was a superficial solution and would do nothing to change the attitude

of recipients. Programs had to be instituted to allow the individual to build on his abilities so that he

may more easily fit in with the rapid changes in society. The Provincial Welfare Department was in

agreement with this statement. "Today, and at an unprecedented pace, individuals, families and groups

are exposed to and deeply affected by the earthquakes of change and while much that has existed will

remain, much that we have known and lived by will disappear."74 Two approaches could be used to

help the poor to adjust. A "necessary component" was a program that would pay attention to early signs

of "family disintegration and social maladjustment as evidenced in delinquency, neglect, intemrpted

schooling, unemployment and other syrnptoms." More importantly, the development of a "more

selective and extensive use of up-grading, training, and re-training facilities" was required to build

productive citizens.

Although education and upgrading had become the catch phrase by the middle of the 1960s, did

the Department and its staff believe retraining would help welfare recipients? Perhaps Gerard Meyers 
:

sumsitupbestinhisreflectionsupontlredisaclvarrtaged.Hefeltthatno..employerinhisrightmind

would dream of absorbing the people on relief because they are productively sub-marginal."7s To hire a

welfare recipient did not make economic sense since it would mean, "higher production costs" which 's"

would "inflate production costs in essential or profit-making enterprises" and would offer "no end of

74 
S. McArton, Director, "Division of Welfare Services," ln Department of Welfare,Province of Manitoba

Annual Report, 1965-66, 12.tt Meyers, Relief,22.
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difficulty in the market place'" It sinply did not make sense to Meyers to "create artificial activity for a

group of incompetents who do not belong in a high stress milieu.',76

Education is not the answer to this problem either. The same factors which establish
vocational inadequacy also decree unsuitability for remedial education or training. All
the drop-outs didn't drop out because of bad teachers, or emotional trauma. A gõodly
number dropped out because they just didn't have the basic equipment to get pÃt grade
eight. The least energetic of these are now on relief.zT

It was not only welfare administrators and personnel who were ambivalent towards the poor. An

editorial cartoon printed in the July 3, 1965 Winnipeg Free Press attempts a lighter look at poverty. A

family of three, father, mother and son, are depicted in a typically urbanite leisure activity, roughing it at

the local campground. Complete with the family station wagon loaded down with camping gear and the

obligatory pop-up trailer, the farnily is shown as engaging in everyday activities. The mother is busy

washing clothes while the father is atternpting to prepare the meal over an open fire, as the young boy

looks on, sand toys in hand. AII is not well, however, as it appears dinner has been burnt. The father,

depicted in a dramatic pose proclaims "If we liad to live like this we'd be eligible for povefy aid.,,78

"ll s-ù¡d ¿a ltvr hrq fhil
{.'C tf, atiqihlc fgr poYslr

: ¡i¡f,.r

-All things considered, this could be seen as a positive in the sense that Meyers appears to be advocating
apainst the argument for "work-fare," which was as popular a notion back then as iíis today.
:: Meyers, Relief,22.tó lllinnipeg Free press,July 3, 1954,4.
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A closer examination of the cartoon shows how this typical nuclear family could equate

themselves to welfare recipients. As had been mentioned in Chapter Two, life in suburbia was

somewhat isolating. As Veronica Strong-Boag states suburbia in the 1960s was seen as ,.a step up in

terms of convenience, comfort, and securit5r"Te Strong-Boag refers to a questionnaire designed to

determine the experience of suburbanites between 1945-1960. According to one Metro Toronto mother,

"Suburbia tended to narrow our vision of the outsicle world.. . We knew little about the world of poverty,

culfure, crime and ethnic variety." 80 Exposure to the home environment of the poor was limited, and

in this particular cartoon, quite possibly romanticized. Thus the mother is bent over a tub complete with

a washboard for scrubbing the clothes, Iooking quite unconcerned about the burnt meal. Although she

was scrubbing clothes by hand the experience was not too far removed from domestic reality. The..new

time-savers" such as "automatic clothes-washers and -dryers" had only been available since the end of

the 1950s, and it was not until the middle of the 1960s that that these appliances were considered.,a

common aspect of middle-class life."8l Additionally, many washers were still semi-manual so that the

clothes had to be wrung out by hand by using the clothes wringer attached to the machine. The father,s

comment about eligibility for relief is perhaps due to his frustration with dinner. We can assume that up

until this moment they were happy with "roughing it," without the luxury of modern conveniences.

Once dinner had been ruined, however, he is questioning the wisdom of trying to survive without the

comforts of home. Perhaps he cannot accept this minute failure and bemoans the fact that there is no

one to help them out of this situation. After all, if they were poor they would be able to turn to welfare

for relief.

7e 
Veronica Strong-Boag, "Home Dreams; Wo¡rren and the Suburban Experiment in Canada, 1945-60.,, In

Co4adian Historical Review, Volume 72, No. 4, Iggl,503.
:: Sftong-Boag, "Home Dreams,,, âp cit., s0:.

Owram, Born at the Right Time,74.
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This cartoon demonstrates the arnbiguity felt by many towards welfare recipients. It is obvious

that there is little understanding, or perhaps interest, in the day to day survival techniques of the poor.

Although the family in this cartoon has chosen to escape the city by temporarilylivingwithout running

water, electricity and flush toilets, there was an underlying belief that the poor choose to live as they do.

As was demonstrated throughout this chapter', as late as the middle of the 1960s departmental officials

were still having diffrculty separating individual choice from cultural restraint. Perhaps this father,s

lament was not very different from how the majority of tax paytngcitizens felt. Facing the day-to-day

presstues of full-time work, providing for your family, and running a household can take its toll on even

the strongest individual. Thus his cry for "poverty aid" emanated out of resentment at how simple life

appears for welfare families, and from an odd sense ofjealousy that the poor do not have to work to

provide food and shelter.

For W'elfare Departments to find a suitable approach for helping the destitute remained as much

of a dilemma at the end of the 1960s, as it dicl in the 1950s. Despite the early warning from the

Canadian Welfare Council, it is apparent that over the decade difficulties remained in reformulating

welfare workers attitudes toward recipients from negative to positive. Although it was not discussed in

an open forum, the City and Provincial V/elfare Departments did allude to deficiencies in howtheir

over-worked staff handled the clients, and the feeling of uselessness felt by some when trying to help the

more vocal applicants. More importantly, uncertainty continued in trying to evaluate why an individual

may or may not be able to fit in with the mainstream society. Administrators had diffrculty in letting go

of the notion of poverly as a personal imperfection. They often ignored the fact that failure could result

from of a lack of education required to keep pace with changing technology in the business world. We

can be grateful that the era being studied was not known for its political correctness, otherwise we may

not have had the opporhmity to explore how the poor were really viewed by those in control of their
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lives. Accordingly, as demonstrated by the language used to describe the poor, we have seen that the

Manitoba welfare departments and support staff experienced great difficulty in altering their perception

of poverty, and thus remained captive of the pelsuasive cultural perspective of poverty.
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Chapter X'our

Give and Take

Today, and at an unprecedented pace, individuals, families and groups are exposed to and
deeply affected by the earthquakes of change and while much that hai existeùwill remain,
much that we have known and tived by will disappear.... A more selective and extensive
use of up-grading, training and re-training facilities will be a necessary component...l

t 
S. McArton, Director, "Division of Welfare Services," in Department of lltelfare,province of

Manitoba Annual Report, 1965-1966, 12.



There has been an enormous amount of energy put into helping the poor to improve their

lives, their standing in the community, ancl in the protection of their children. It appears,

however, that there were no easy answers for helping these people. Despite many attempts at

social engineering, altering the lifestyle of the poor has not yet been concluded in a satisfactory

manner. Many approaches to improve their situation have been tried and failed, and debates

continue even today over issues such as the level of financial allowances, special emergency

funding and methods for improving their poor housekeeping skills. Discussions over the amount

of monthly allowances, however, continued to impede governments throughout the 1960s in

determining a healthy level of assistance for those in need. Was it better to keep payments below

poverty level to discourage people from relying on the system, or should programs be designed

to allow for more generous amounts in order to provide a healthier environment, and thus a

healthier individual? It was argued that keeping welfare allowances at subsistence levels, or

lower, would deter potential applicants and encourage recipients to more quickly contribute to

the economy. Even at less than subsistence levels the welfare roles continued to expand

throughout the 1960s. Accordingly, any increase or decrease in monthly allowances did not have

any negligible affect on welfare expenditures.

This chapter examinesthe Ctty of Winnipeg's Department of Public Welfare lfi'orkers'

Handbook (the [4rorkers' Handbook), publish ed in 1962. Developed by the City V/elfare

department,the lTorkers' Handbookis acompilation of policies and procedures for use by

welfare workers. Designed as a manual, it includes policies currently in effect, suggestions for

deciphering them and instructions covering every contingency that could occur when meeting

with applicants and recipients. Studying tliis guide will help to put into perspective how

administrative biases were institutionalized and put into practice. Additionally, examining the
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changes in policy, and the level of control over the poor through welfare programs will

demonstrate that over a period of less than a decade, emphasis began to move away from

monitoring the lifestyles of the poor to reclefining recipients' futures. Underlying the reforms in

policy was a growing emphasis on training recipients to enter, or re-enter, the workforce.

Accordingly, welfare departments were under increasing pressure to encourage recipients to

value participation in the market economy. This chapter will argue that welfare administrators

instituted policy changes during the 1960s to reflect the growing needs of employers.

By 1961 the Winnipeg V/elfare Department recognized a reversal in the ratio of

employable to unemployable people. "Until the last few years, public assistance caseloads had

been made up mainly of the sick, disabled, mothers of dependent children who had been

deserted, and those rendered unsuitable for work because of advancing years, with a few

employable persons temporarily or seasonably unable to locate themselves...."2 As has been

noted in earlier chapters, at least two variables contributed to the increase in the welfare roles:

unemployment levels had increased and the criteria for eligibility had been expanded. It was

inevitable then that there would be a change in the type of individual applying for assistance.

These changes forced welfare departments to alter policies and procedures from assistance as a

means of financial support to a more successful method of self-improvement.

Piven and Cloward argue that in western societies, the market system that has evolved

utilizes welfare as a mechanism for rnaintaining "the larger economic and political order.,,3 All

societies require "most of their members" to work in some capacity to produce goods and

2 G.G- Meyers, "Introduction," In City of Winnipeg, Pubtic llelfare DepartmentAnnual Report for
19 62, 2 and, D ep ar t me nt of llelfare, province of M an itoba Annual Report lg 6, -lg 66, l7 .

' Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward, Regulating the iroor: the Functions of public llelfare
(New York Vintage Books, l97l) pxiii.
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services to help sustain the community.4 .Tust as all societies define the type of work and the

conditions under which it is conducted, the "authority to compel and define" is sometimes

seeped in tradition, other times in the "bureaucratic agencies of a central government." Under

capitalism, the mechanisms of a market offers "the promise of financial rewards or penalties',

and motivates citizens to "work and to holcl them to their occupational tasks." Due to inherent

fluctuations in the market system, or in other words supply and demand, unemployment has

become a "permanent feature of the econoffiy."s When high unemployment occurs, it is a result

of one of two "catastrophic changes" inherent in the labor market; economic depression and

rapid modernization. Govemments react by instituting either "expansive relief policies ...

designed to mute civil disorder, or restrictive ones to reinforce work norms."6 L;nder this model,

it can be argued that during the 1930s federal assistance to the provinces and their various

municipalities was in response to calming the masses, to "mute civil disorder." Conversely, the

post-war era, which was more affluent, experienced substantial growth in employment,

specifically in white- and pink-collar office jobs. Therefore by the 1960s welfare administrators

recognized that the increase in unemployrnent was due to changes in industries which required

more academic and technical education.

By the middle of the 1950s, public assistance programs across North America had been

undergoing fundamental changes in adrninistrative policy. Manitoba welfare officials

acknowledged that an effort had to be made to break away from the original "policy-focused,'

programs to a more comprehensive "client-focused" mandate.T The older, policy-focused

a Piven and Cloward, Regulating the poor,4.t Piven and Clowara,, negutatiná the poor, S.6 Piven and Cloward , n"g"tofir; the poor, xüi.7 Mitchell C. Neiman, ü.S.W.i'en Investigation Into Public Assistance Costs in Winnipeg,,, ln
lIl i nnip e g P ub I i c We lfar e D ep art m e n t, I 9 63, I 2.
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progrÍìm, although considerably less expensive to run, was deemed unsuccessful in rehabilitating

recipients. Since departmental philosophy had been developed in the early years of welfare

reform, workers remained reluctant in alteling old assumptions surrounding poverty, both in

policy and in the delivery of assistance. Part of this unwillingness to change was blamed on the

employment of the "less expensive social worker without much formal training" whôse.,primary

orientation" was in the "precise interpretation of existing regulations." During the early years of

social welfare, this type of worker \¡/as appropriate, as she tended to follow policy with very little

flexibility. Without a formal education, however, it has been demonstrated that the worker may

have been easily influenced by others to blame the recipients for their situation and tended to

favour more punitive measures.

Since approximately 1958, the City of Winnipeg had been in the process of transforming

the Department into a "client-focused" program.s This meant hiring more ,,products of post-

graduate level schools of social work." One of the benefits of this modification was the

flexibility found in an educated staff who brought with them the theories necessary to help

rehabilitate recipients. "Agency policies are most important, to be sure, but not so sacred that

they cannot be questioned and amended in the interests of rehabilitation of the client.,, Unlike

the former uneducated worker, those who specialized in social work were more expensive, both

in salary and in "the policies and practices which he influences an agency to adopt.,'

Nonetheless, the extra cost incured in hiring educated staff was acceptable because this type of

employee would be able to handle more cases, thus increasing the efficiency of the Department.

Although the "corporate method ... may and does mean more superficial treatment...we try to

Mitchell, Ibid.,12.
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compensate for this...to achieve greater net gain, by investing heavier staff resources in

specialized functions where priorities of service are frankly endorsed.,,e

The Canadian V/elfare Council (CwC) recognized the stringency of social welfare

programs and the tendency these programs had in causing deprivation to those who relied on

them. Given that the "object of our society is to provide conditions which will enable everyone

to contribute to the general welfare and to share in its benefits - a society is weakened to the

extent that some of its members suffel deprivation and want."to The CV/C believed the basic

principle of "public welfare philosophy is that of the essential worth and dignity of each

individual." Society had an obligation "to help everyone attain a minimum but decent standard

of living." As was demonstrated in Chapter One the strict guidelines developed for the

application procedure meant that many people who applied were not eligible for assistance from

the government, for many reasons. They may not have been destitute long enough, did not meet

requirements such as residency status, or because they did not have enough children.

The emerging change in welfare policy was reflected in the lV/orkers' Handbook,which

states that public assistance programs "should be founded on a belief in the worth and dignity of

the individual."ll Possibly, in response to the CWC, the City Welfare Department claims that

this "handbook embodies instructions issued by Councilthrough the Committee on Publíc Health

and lVelfare over the years and which continue to be pertinent to the cur¡ent scene."12 Since

' "Corrunent on Organization," In Citlt of ¡,y¡nr¡Oeg Public ll/elføre Department Arnual Report,
1966, Introduction.l0 Canadian Welfare Council, o'The Purpose of the Department: Winnipeg public Welfare
Department," In Cqnadian Welfare Council Smdy of the l{innipeg Publtc tlålfãre Department (Ottawa:
November 1955),6.tt 

"Orientation: Some Basic Considerations for a Public Assistance program," In Department of
Pr¡blic W:!fu City_of WinnipegWorkers' Handbook of Policy and Proceduies, April, peZ, t.
: Manitoba Department of Public V/elfare, Workers' Handbook Policy andÞrocedurás,1962,
Fonryard.
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ideologies concerning the poor are constantly in flux, it was suggested the manual be read..as a

beginning endeavor to find coherence and a sense of direction, not as a completed outline

limiting the Department of the scope of service thus defined." Furthermore, "constant revision is

expected, as an index of a will to maintain this Department on a flexible basis, sensitive to the

ebb and flow of changing circumstances."

The Workers' HandbooÆ ft¡rtlier states that the welfare of a community is based on the

health of its individual members. Since members of society are dependent upon each other, then

the'þurpose of a public assistance program" should be to ensure a minimum level of health and

decency for "needy people."l3 In olcler to help recipients, departmental policy states that it is

imperative that the recipient's "capacity for self-dependence and that of his family is maintained,

strengthened or restored." In order to carry out this mandate, investigations into the applicant's

finances, and personal life could not be avoided.

After first determining if the applicant qualified as a resident of the City of Winnipeg, the

next step of investigation involvecl com¡rletion of the "much maligned Means Test, or Form E.,,14

\iVhen properly filled out, the intake woll<er was then able to calculate the applicant's resources

to determine the amount of assistance required, based on a predefined budget. During this intake

process, an applicant had to demonstrate he had made an "adequate effort to support himself and

to explore alternatives."l5 He hacl to also prove that total family income was less than..the

budget for the family in question," and that he was not "engaged in business for himself."l6

t3

t4

t5

l6

"some Basic considerations for a Public Assistance program," rn workers' Handbook, l.
"Eligibility," In l{orkers' Handbook, 3.
"conditions of Eligibility; categorical Assistance - General," rn I(orker,s Handbook,2.
"Organization and Structure," ht Canadian Welfare Council Study, 17.
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Once it was determined that the client had no "means of obtaining the necessities of life," then an

application would be considered for approval.

During this phase, it was imperative the worker be aware that the application procedure

would become the "focus of all the feelings which an applicant has accumulated in the process of

making the decision to apply; failure is comrnon, fear of the future frequent, guilt is usually in

the background, and the hostility based upon expectation is present in one of its many forms.,'

This procedure was an essential palt of the process in order to ensure that the application was

filled out "frankly, directly, and with as much sharing by the client as possible." Administrators

expected that "some people" might resent tliis procedure and wittrhold vital information, as they

would perceive this step as an "invasion of privacy." Others may be offended by the impersonal

nature of the bureaucratic formula contained within the "detailed form." Accordingly, the

ll'orkers Handbook emphasizes that during the Intake process, a Worker must "maintain an

attitude of helpfulness."

In addition to proven financial destitution the welfare department required an

explanation for any "transfer or disposal of available assets" prior to the applicant's first visit.lT

While this can be viewed as a way of insuring applicants were not hiding assets in order to take

advantage of the welfare system, it also demonstrates the inherent distrust of the poor imbedded

in welfare policy. Normally assistance was "provided in cash," but exceptions were made when

"objective evidence and proper inquiry" show that the recipient is "incapable of managing his

own affairs because of illness, other incapacity, or proven mismanagement."ls Because social

"Organization and Structure," ln Canadian Welfare Council Study, 17.
"some Basic considerations for a Public Assistance program,,, rn worker,s Hqndbook, L.
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welfare had been designed specifically to help not only the destitute but also those incapable of

caring for themselves, these particular qr-ralifications can be considered reasonable. However,

since workers' personal biases often affected the treatment of recipients and the awarding of

allowances, was this level of discretionary control beneficial for applicants?

Further attempts to ensure that certain resources were exempted from the needs test

continued well into the 1960s. The Workers' HandbooË states that it was no longer ..mandatory

that real property be liquidated, that the value of insurance policies be realized, that automobiles

be sold."le Apparently, these exemptions were established in order to help alleviate some of the

mental anguish felt by applicants. Allorving individuals to retain some of their assets would help

'omaintain part of an achievement level gained prior to dependency in order to avoid some of the

negative effects of assistance basecl upon literal destitution." In contradiction to this statement,

however, the Workers' Handbook maintains that if an applicant possessed a "motor vehicle, the

Department requires that the license plates be turned in to the Department for the duration of aid,

unless exceptional circumstances dictate otherwise."20 This procedure was designed based on

concern for the applicant's well-being. Because the level of the assistance budget did not allow

for the "operation and maintenance of a vehicle...submission of the plates constitutes a

protection for the client" against his allocating food or clothing funds to keep up his automobile.

Exceptions were allowed if the applicant lived too far from the public transit system, or if the car

was needed for medical reasons. In these cases the onus was on the individual to prove the

necessity of retaining the use of a vehicle. Due to a lack of available statistics it is impossible to

determine how many recipients argued for the right to keep their vehicle on the road, nor how

l9

20
"Conditions of Eligibility; Categorical Assistance - General," In ly/orker's Handbook,2.
"vehicles owned (surrender of License); plocedure, in llorkers' Handbook,23 .
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many were granted full use.

Besides financial assistance for those in need, the health and well being of a recipient, or

"client," was an ongoing concern for welfare administrators. It was mandated that "no person in

Manitoba" should lack the basic goods and services essential for a healthy population.

According to the Manitoba Departrnent of Welfare, the Social Allowance program provided for

"food, clothing, shelter, essential surgical, medical, optical, dental and other remedial treatment,

care and attention, and an adequate funelal on his death."zr These services must have been

minimal because it was not until January 1,1964 that medical care was extended to include,.in-

hospital cate by the doctor of the recipient's choice,diagnostic tests, ex-rays, periodic check-ups

and immunizations."22

Manitoba's welfare policies were sornewhat more generous that the City of Winnipeg's.

Unlike the provincial prograrn, adult recipients and out-of-school dependents did not have access

to "an adequate program of dental service."23 Instead, when necessary, these individuals could

obtain help through the Dental Clinic of the City Health Department's Out-patient Clinic, but

only for "extractions and dentures." For those trying to make ends meet on City Welfare

allowances, obtaining regular dental maintenance or fillings required alternative methods.

Teaching hospitals were one available option, but many "women of low income prefer to suffer

bad eyesight, bad teeth, the worry of nagging pains, etc, rather than suffer the indignity,, of

becoming teaching material.2a

2l

22

23

24

58.

Manitoba Department of l4relfare Annual Report Fiscal year 1962-63,g.
My emphasis.

"Dental Care," In llorker's Handbook,5.
Report of the Manitoba Volunteer Comntittee on the Status of lhomen(rüinnipeg: March l96g),
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Winnipeg's welfare department also advocated the importance of preserving self-respect

in welfare recipients. A closer look at the department's policy demonstrates there is a fine line

between rhetoric and reality. More importantly, policy guidelines demonstrate a high level of

paternalism embedded in departmental directives.

;;;J,å:';Tå':ìilï#åü:åiliåiîîïïi:'1,:'#n#::;In*J:;",:::L,
based on these policies help the needy but also require that they meet certain
behavioral requirements, which the program enforces through close supervision.
These measures assume that the people concemed need assistance but that they
also need direction if they are to live constructively.2s

One example of paternalistic policies is found in the systematic procedures designed for

transforming an individual from an applicant to a recipient.

Upon completion of the application process the "newly opened case" was transferred

from "Intake to Field," and the recipient then becam e the o'responsibility of a Field 'Worker."26

Unlike the field worker, the intake worker remained within the physical confines of the welfare

department acting as a front-line defense to both fraudulent and genuine submissions. The field

worker, on the other hand, was involved with the recipients on a more personal and intrusive

level. As per departmental policy, field workers were granted carte blancåe permission for

"visiting people in their own homes."27 Home visits were not a new idea, but as the Vf/orkers'

Handbook explains, this was a valid approach when working with the destitute. Departmental

officials viewed this method as "generally more effective than working with them in the artificial

confines of the office."28 In a typically cryptic voice the author of the Workers' Handbookstates

2s Lawrence M. Mead, "The Rise of Paternalism," In Lawrence M. Mead, ed.., The New Paternalism:
Supervisory Approaches to Poverty (Washington: Brookings Institution Press, 1997), 2.¿o "social Services," In l{'orkers' Handbook,2 (my emphasis).

1' "social Services," In Workers' Handbook:,2 imy emptrasisj.28 "social Services," In lhorkers' Handbook:,2.
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that "work is generally circumscribedwithinestablished hours."2e It is unclear how working

during normal office hours within the environment of governmental offices would restrict the

efficiency of the worker. Nonetheless, the author continues by stating that "if the needs of the

situation demand extended effort, responsibilities require that action be taken without regard for

hours or inconvenience...." It is not clearly defined what sort of situation would prompt a home

visit, who would be inconvenienced by attending to a call outside of regular working hours, or if

the intended visitee was made aware of the impending visit. But it was during "this fist major

incursion into the realm of public assistance,"30 that administration began the process of molding

an individual into a healthy, productive worker.

Paternalism was also evident in the discretionary power of welfare employees involved in

a "client's" decision to change residences.3l The "Field Worker will discuss the plan, where

possible, with the client to establish the reason for the move and whether it is economically

sound and socially desirable.. .." If the move was considered unreasonable, the field worker was

instructed to encourage the "client" to reconsider. There is not, however, any further instruction

for dissuading a "client" from an unacceptable move, or placating a recipient who would more

than likely resent this intrusion. Therefore differentiating a bad move from a good move was left

to the discretion of the Field Worker because it was believed that recipients were incapable of

making sound judgements concerning their personal lives,

Apprehension of the home environment was not a new development, as shown by the

following statement.

29

30

3t

"Social Services," In I(orkers' Handbook,2 (rny emphasis).
"Eligibility," In lilorkers' Handbook, 3.
"Transportation (for Clients)," ln I{orker's Handbook, l0 (a).
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. ' '\¡/e reached the conclusion that we should make some practical attempt to
improve the quality of housing typically used by people ón welfare. This
conclusion came about in spite of the reality that there are many people on
welfare who are either so inured to bad housing, or whose r"trribilitiès are so
dulled by prolonged exposure to denial, that they neither want not [sic] appreciate
a decent place to live. The point is that you cannot help a man to nna respect
until it is given with no strings attached. There are also dwellings where no
human being should live regardless of how irresponsible or evilihey might be.32

Unfortunately, altruism does not always support reality. It was not just welfare recipients who

were consigned to sub-standard living conditions. In 1961, 12.3 percent of Wiruripeg,s

population resided in the inner city. Of this number, 8.8 percent had exclusive use of a flush

toilet, and 8.2 percent a bath or shower.33 T"o percent owned a refrigerator, while 2.9 percerú

owned a home freezer. Since the cost of rental housing normally ranged from $65 to $l l0 per

month3a choice of residential location would have been severely limited. Of even greater

importance was the availability of rental accommodations. Between 1963 and,1970 the

aþartment vacancy rate in V/innipeg was on average 3.25 percent,dropping as low as1.6 percent

for 1968 and I969.3s Accordingly, recipients as well as many low-income earners were forced to

live in rooming houses or in deteriorated housing offering only the bare minimum of protection

and privacy.

The inconsistency in determining a client's ability to retain an automobile or in choosing

a home was not because of an oversight in the ll'orkers' Handbook The manual was designed

specifically to allow welfare workers the means for developing the required skills for interpreting

departmental polices and procedures. It represented an attempt to define in more general terms

:: "Housing," ln City of rvvinn ipeg Public l{elfare DepartmentArurual Report, 1966,27.

: See Chapter Two, 12.3s F.H. Leacy and M.C. Urquhart, eds., "series 5232-245.Apartment vacancy rates, by area and
newly completed but unoccupied dwellings by type, 1957 to 1977,'; In Historical Siatßtici if Canada,2"d
edition (Ottawa: Canadian Government Publishing Centre Supply and Services Canada" l9gä).
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how "this Department may approach the broad range of human problems which are brought

forward from time to time."36 Thus it was intended to serve as a guide "within which Workers

may leam to develop initiative and responsibility consistent with the principles which have been

set forth or implied." The basic assumption for this publication was that the people who used the

guide would do so altruistically, "through a sound integration of concern for people in trouble,,,

while at the same time remaining financially responsible to the "citizens of this City, who must

bear the burden of cost."

As was demonstrated in previous chapters, workers were not always compassionate when

dealing with the less fortunate. Thus one has to ask was allowing welfare workers high levels of

flexibility in determining policy a successful endeavor? Since social welfare had originally been

designed to allow assistance only to those who were considered worthy of help, and given that

the mandate has been altered over the years to not just assist, but alter the lives of those in need,

was it logical to entrust life-changing decisions to individual interpretation? It has been shown

that quite often, and quite possibly unwillingly, an overworked, frustrated employee's biases

could effect the services and the level of assistance awarded.

V/elfare administrators admitted there was an increasing concern for the effect social

assistance had on welfare recipients. "Re-organizationof philosophy means largely a change in

emphasis from a clinical concern for the client person, to a broader concern for that person in his

relationship with his community, and the reciprocal responsibility which is involved in that

relationship."3T It was no longer acceptable that there should be a "giving of aid, in cash or kind

ITorkers' H andbook, Forward (my emphasis).
Meyers, "Introduction," 2.

36

37
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without some recogruzable contribution from the recipient;" this \ryas a "poor solution at best.',

Instead, "public assistance must be seen as a means to a more socially desirable end, not as an

end in itself, or as an alternative to some kind of useful participation in the life of the

community..."

This concern for an individual's relationship to his community began in the home. In the

case of a family where the mother had died or been disabled, the Manitoba Department of

Welfare had an arrangement with the Family Bureau of Winnipeg to provide additional

assistance in the upkeep of the home, when necessary.3s ln these cases the father was allocated a

"Social Allowance supplement" to help pay for the "Home-maker Seryice." This was preferable

to the alternative of separating the family unit. Mothers, however, regardless of whether they

were single or their husbands disabled, were not given any sort of assistance in the upkeep of

their family home. Assisting a woman was considered only if she was "hospitalized,or needed

. help during convalescence" This double standard was obviously predicated on the belief that a

woman was fully responsible for the care of her home, while the man was responsible for

providing financial support. Unfortunately providing homemakers was difficult, since resources

at the Family Bureau of Winnipeg were severely limited.

The City of Winnipeg V/elfare Department not only addressed this shortage, but also

found a viable solution for recycling female recipients back into the work force. In 1964 the

department reported they had developed a "limited experimental homemaker program::3e ro

supply live-in domestic servants to "help hord the family together.',

:: lrqyitoba Department of lhelfareAnnual Reporr fiscal year, 1963-64, r4-ls.': R.H.C. Hooper, "\eport of the Supervisor of Social Services," In City of Winnipeg public
llelfare Department Annual Report 1964, lg.
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;.''lj;öil'":T*H::i"l:,î,iåT:i:ï,îi::*:frffiî::JT;"äiili:*'
readily able to leave their own homes for a week or two at a time, were interested
in working, and showed aptitude for this type of service. We looked for single
women or ladie^s with pre-school children who could go to the placement with
their mothers. au

Once a woman was chosen as a likely candirdate, she was required to attend an orientation course

"of several days duration." 4l Administered by agency supervisors, the orientation provided the

applicant with instructional content on the "responsibilities of a homemaker, specific job

requirements, [and] how to prevent and cope with emergencies in the home." 'When a placement

was found, the homemaker was then responsible for caring for the family and for performing the

"necessary household duties" to keep the family intact. This solution was clearly influenced by

paternalistic policies and by the domestic ideology so prevalent in post war society

Despite the number of female recipients, the welfare department was only able to secure

the services of "seven ladies.'/2 Although "none were employed long enough in any one month

to become selÊsupporting, they were adequately reimbursed to ensure that an element of

financial incentive was present." Out of these seven women, six'þroved to be competent

homemakers and several gave excellent service;" four had since found full-time employment and

were no longer collecting welfare. This experimental program was important for a number of

reasons. Firstly, it was proven that "ladies" recruited from the caseload could, if properly

trained, perform a "valid service in helping to keep troubled families together." Secondly, ..a

protected work experience within the security of the Department may be a logical first step in

helping some clienfs into financial independence. Sheltered employment can be an intermediate

40

4t

42

Hooper, "Report of the Supervisor of Social Services," l9 (my emphasis).
Hooper, "Report of the Supervisor of Social Services,,, l9 (my empnasis).
Hooper, "Report of the Supervisor of Social Services," 20.
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stage, softening the transition from a state of unemployment and financial dependency to one of

full-employment and independen ce.,,43

Since the department was apprehensive of the ever-increasing welfare caseloads, and

because only seven recipients were recruited for this workfare project, one has to question the

success of the program. Based on 1963 statistics, there were 734 womenon the Winnipeg

welfare roles; 2were single, 98 were unmarried, 2l wercmarried, and the balance were without

male support either through divorce, desertion, death or imprisonment of their spouse.4

Consequently, only approximately one percent of available women participated in the

homemaker program. V/hy was the number of participants so dismally low? Since women were

expected to maintain the physical aspects of the home without any outside help, it is possible that

lone-parent mothers were not overly enthusiastic about cleaning up after other people. perhaps

running a household under severe financial restraints left many women exhausted from worrying

about how to feed and clothe their children. Or quite likely, those with pre-schoolers were

reluctant to take their children into a work environment, as they would have to perform double-

duty; maintaining constant vigilance over their children's actions while trying to perform the

duties of a homemaker. Regardless, the Winnipeg Welfare Department was pleased with the

success of this "worthwhile" project, and promised that it would be repeated.as

The attitude of lone-parent welfare mothers towards paid work continued to vex the

administrators of welfare departments. In 1965 Director, R.H.C. Hooper reported that many of

these women lacked selÊconfidence, and were "apprehensive about entering the employment

: Hooper, 'j\eport of the Supervisor of Social Services,,,20 (my emphasis) .* Report of the Assistant Director, City of Winnipeg Pubtic ifiyor"'Oep*t*ent AnnualReport
t962, t5.45 

Hooper, "Report of the Supervisor of Social Services,,,20.
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market." As well, other reasons were becoming "apparent for the frequent resistance

encountered, to the concept of employment."46 Hooper believed many of these women

maintained an "attitude of hostility" because their husbands had deserted them. As a result they

were "caused to suffer by the male partner in question." This negative behavior manifested into

the belief that "society must make amends by granting social assistance on unconditional terms."

This attitude, Hooper believed, was due to a cultural perception in the working class that places

the mother in the home with the children, irrespective of all other considerations.4t Furthermore,

welfare mothers had been influenced by the community's attitude wherein the "lower class"

widow or deserted mother was expected to dedicate her life to household affairs, while her

"middle class" counterpart was expected to maintain employment to help support her family.

Hence, this generation of welfare mothers had not yet relinquished the post-war ideology of the

nuclear family.

Acknowledging there was an increase of married, middle-class women in the job market

was relatively new for welfare officials. Throughout the 1950s, welfare departments had

encouraged welfare mothers to emulate the middle-class standards of the modern housewife.

Emphasis was placed on training women in the art of successful housekeeping, rather than on

education. By the early 1960s, during what could be referred to as the "Betty Friedan era," an

ever-increasing number of married women were entering the workforce to expand their

experiences, escape from the drudgery of domestic chores, and to find a more meaningful

existence outside of the home. It is clear that the Department recognized these changes as early

as t962.

46 Hooper, "Female Head Families," In Ciry of Winnipeg Public Il'elfare Department Annual
Report, 1965,16.47 Hooper, "Female Head Families," 16.
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The state of being unemployed means more than loss of income. The
unemployed person is no longer able to identift hímself asone who makes a
useful contribution, and he has no response to the common question "and what do
you do?" In addition to loss of identity, this person begins tó develop a feeling of
not being needed, and we have only to look at the perplexing dilemma of the
modern housewife to recognize what this can mearr.48

Since it was becoming more acceptable for married middle-class women to work, the department

was forced to alter the expectations for their welfare counterparts.

Administrators espoused that there were "some valid reasons" for a welfare mother to

enter the workforce. The most important was the financial reward from working. .,Employment

will permit the family to live in indepencency free of the stigma of welfare, often ata higher

standard of living than the welfare budget permits."4e Although it was true that full employment

paid better than social assistance, for welfare mothers, who generally had a low level of

education, paid work was not necessarily a more viable situation. As was demonstrated in

Chapter Two there \ /ere many costs incurred when working, such as transportation, lunches and

appropriate clothing. While these costs are incurred by all employees, given the fact that women

were typically paid much less than their male counterparts, would they have been any further

ahead financially?

A welfare mother, who had proven she was strong enough to raise children in a clean

home environment and was able to budget effectively on a subsistence level allowance, was

rewarded with the encouragement to work. Assuming there were no discernable problems

indicating that it would be more desirable for her to remain in the home with her children, and

48 
- 
"Unemplo¡ment," In City of Winnipeg Pubtic lI/elfare DepartmentAnnual Report, 1962,19 (my

emphasis).4e Hooper, "Female Head Families," 16 (my emphasis).
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providing she could find "proper facilities for the care" of her children, she was expected to

begin "training in preparation for employment." s0 Welfare administrators believed work would

enhance her sense of personal accomplishment. Working would force her to mingle with

persons outside of her immediate environment and give her the opportunity to break the pattem

of social isolation- Not only would this enhance her self-image and increase her self-esteem, her

children would also benefit. They would be able to develop a more secure relationship because

of their mother's new sense of fulfitlment. More importantly, for administrators, the probable

exposure to a more satisffing and rewarding life-style would help to break the inter-generational

dependency on welfare.s I

A review of social welfare histories has uncovered very little evidence to support the

premise that the mid to late 1960s was crucial for returning the lone-parent mother into the

private sphere of the working world. Many authors do allude to and acknowledge the difficulty

women faced if they wished to partake in full-time employment. For example, in dissecting the

term "femituzation of poverty" Struthers' research shows that women's'þoverty is due to two

causes...basically unique to females."s2 Firstly, when marriages dissolve the mother was more

affected economically than the father, because the man returns to single status, whereas the

woman becomes the main provider. As was noted in Chapter Two, it was difficult for a woman

to obtain financial support from the absent father. Consequently, whether the woman was on

welfare or working, her financial situation would have been less secure than her former partner's.

50

5t

52

Hooper, "Female Head Families," 16.
Hooper, "Female Head Families," 16.
James Struthers, The Limits of Affluence: lVelfare in Ontario 1920-1970, (Toronto: University of

Toronto Press, 1992), 242.
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Margaret Hillyard Little, on the other hand, has demonstrated that there was a

modification in Ontario's welfare administration similar to that of Manitoba's. The introduction

of the CAP in 1966, heralded in a "new era of federal and provincial welfare state expansion."S3

The decade 1965-75 marked the tail end of the Fordist postwar compromise,
which was characteúzed by mass production, mass consumption, and a consistent
pattern of bargaining between labour and capital. Corporations acknowledged the
legitimacy of unions and implicitly recognirèd som" o-bligation to workers and
citizens. Simultaneously, labour accepted corporate control over production and
investment and agreed to work within the limitations of a capitaliit economy.s4

As a result of this "compromise" the assurance of a stable economy enabled politicians to

promise new and improved welfare programs to more thoroughly provide for "those who felt

through the cracks of this economic boom." Consequently, both the Ontario and Canadian

governments were able to "expand their definitions of the deserving poor."ss This did not

necessarily insure that the stigma surrounding recipients was removed. Instead it developed new

"hierarchies of deservedness" and new tools to distinguish between the unworthy and the worthy.

Begiruring in 1965 the Ontario government redeveloped welfare guidelines for lone-parent

mothers to include retraining for possible future employment. "Whereas single mothers had

been previously considered 'unemployable', they became increasingly redefined as potentially

employable, given the right types of retraining and employment incentives." s6

53 
Margaret Jane Hillyard Little, No car, No Radio, No Liquor permit: The Moral

Regulation of single Mothers in ontario, Ig20-lgg7 (Toronto: oxford university
Press,1998), 139.

:: Liftle, No Car, No Rad¡oi,140.56 Little, No Car, No Radio, l40.
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There can be little disagreement that the Department's goal in assisting lone-parent

mothers and others back into the work force was a legitimate move for improving the living

standards of the poor. Since the middle of the 1950s, Manitoba's welfare departments had

initiated considerable changes in organization and policy. With these changes was an increase in

demand for educated social workers, people who could be more flexible in their dealings with

the poor and in interpreting Department policy. It was believed that ashift towards more

educated staff members would help to improve the lives of recipients, their association with

social assistance programs and in rehabilitation. Despite the move to utilize trained

professionals, the rehabilitation of welfare recipients remained relatively static, especially for

welfare mothers. By the 1960s it was apparent that welfare departments were influenced by the

increase in demand for workers emanating from an expanding business sector in Winnipeg. A

merger between industrial standards and welfare reform culminated in the "corporate method.,'57

It was hoped that this paradigm shift would create an increase in self-esteem and self-worth for

welfare recipients, culminating in the creation of a positive work ethic. 'Where 
once lone parent

mothers were discouraged from seeking work outside of the home, they were now being trained

and encouraged to take up paid work. Ostensibly, this was to lower the number of people

collecting assistance, but more importantly, it was hoped that the now-working parent would

serve as a positive influence for the next generation of workers.

s7 "Comment on Organization," in City of Winn ipeg Public Welfare Department Annual Report,
1966, Introduction.
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Conclusion

By some estimates, 18 per cent of Canadians live in poverty, but many of their more affluent
fellow citizens, far from feeling compassion for the down and out, openly resent them.
fndeed, Lynne Toupin, executive-director of [the National Anti-Poverfy Organizationl
NAPO' has felt it necessary to urge campaigning politicians not to indulge in,.poor-
bashing." when did the war on Poverfy become the war on the poor?l

I'm so tired of hearing from people that welfare doesn't pay enough for families with
children. I wish these people would understand there's such a thing as birth controMf you
can't afford children, don't have them!

There is no reason for anyone to sit around on welfare for years. I've heard a lot of cases
where some women would have more kids just to get more money from welfare. People like
that should be sterilized. I have just three words of advice: GET A JoB.2

I Harry Bruce, "The Poor Just Get Poorer: Predictions of Poveúy's End Missed Mark, Widely," In
Winnipeg Free Press, June 5, 1996, Al3.
" Letter to Miss Lonelyhearts, signed by "Taxpayer, Tuxedo," In llinnipeg Suie, October l0,lgg7,
28.



Welfare policy continues to be a contentious issue. In 1997, Ontario Premier Mike Hanis

instituted a voluntary program for fingerprinting welfare recipients under the premise that it would

eliminate fraudulent claims. Despite it being clearly discriminatory and quite probably non-

constitutional, this program was expected to become mandatory by the following year.3 The same

year saw the V/iruripeg Welfare Department reduce welfare rates for children in order to match

Manitoba's provincial social assistance levels.a Even though the cost of feeding an infant was

about $179.00 per month, the allowance was clawed back to $182.45 per month with the

assumption that this would be sufficient to cover food, clothing and diapers. Administrators

claimed that the city had been paying higher welfare rates than the province, but had to institute

these cutbacks due to "reduced welfare funding from senior levels of government." Thirty years

after the inception of the Canada Assistance Plan, welfare recipients were still being stigmatized

based on prejudices established decades earlier and victimized because of insufficient funding.

The original plan for this thesis was to examine the effect that welfare has had on \ryomen,

and more specifically on single mothers. To strengthen the findings, I decided to incorporate

gender into my research. However, the primary sources spoke for themselves. Women were more

often than not foremost in the minds of the administrators, and in the objectives of welfare

policies. Throughout the post-war period they remained enigmatic to administrators. Since the

prevailing belief of women as dependants was embedded in societal values, it was not surprising

to discover that welfare has forced single mothers into dependency on either the state or on

unreliable husbands. Keeping welfare allowances at below subsistence levels ensured their

t Wendy McCann, "Fingerprinting Stirs Debate: Crackdown on Welfare Recipients ineffective,
stigmatizing: critics," In Ilinnipeg Free Press, June 14, 1997, C6.a Kevin Connor, "City Report: Welfare Cut May Hurt Kids' Diet,' In lhinnipeg Sun, September 4,
1997,5.
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enslavement in poverty and guaranteed their compliance to regulations.

The Mothers' Allowance program, the precursor of today's social safety nets, vras used by

the provinces as a blueprint for developing many of the social assistance programs that were

developed during the post-war period. Although Mothers' Allowances provided f,rnancial

assistance only to worthy widows, later programs covered a wider portion of the population. As in

the early relief programs, people who were eligible for assistance from either general welfare or

Mothers' Allowance were closely monitored and highly stigmatized by welfare workers,

administrators and the general public.

Evidence demonstrates a fully-realized social welfare system began in the 1960s. Except

for a few exclusions, Manitoba and the city of Winnipeg's welfare programs provided assistance

for those who required it. It was during this decade that policies were amended to transform the

recipient from a societal burden to a productive citizen. Although welfare allowances during this

decade were revised and increased, they remained well below subsistence levels ostensibly to

deter potential applicants. Accordingly, administrators believed that low levels of welfare

allowances would make even the lowest paying jobs more attractive than social assistance.

Depending on employer requirements, women have been shuffled back and forth between

acceptance and rejection as employees. At the turn of the last century, when male unions were

fighting for the rights to a family wage, their female counter-parts were openly viewed as a threat

to a man's ability to earn a living wage. In response, laws were enacted to protect women in the

work force, which forced them into low-paying, gender-specific jobs. At the same time based on

the concept that the mother was the moral guardian of the home, the belief that the fairer sex

r 18



should remain at home to raise their children solidified. Until the beginning of the 1960s policy

reflected this assumption.

By the middle of the sixties Manitoba's welfare departments were in the midst of realizing

a paradigm shift in policy. In response to an increased demand for workers to fill the low-paying

jobs, or possibly due to the influence of the women's movement, welfare mothers were redirected

out of the home and into the work force. Under the guise of increasing selÊesteem and self-worth

single mothers were encouraged to participate in training programs in order to take up paid work.

This was done despite the lack of available day care and institutionally stratified wages in the

work force. I expected to find that the retraining of welfare mothers would have been due to the

introduction of the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) which offered the provinces extra funding for

job training. Surprisingly, I did not find any evidence that CAP influenced either Manitoba or

Winnipeg's welfare departments.

Mothers' Allowances and the later social welfare programs have been necessary to help

ensure that the poorest of our society have support when they need it. Administrative and

ministerial promises have historically stated that welfare was designed to maintain recipients'

dignity, health and well being. It is clear that this was merely rhetorical. Social welfare is not an

extension of liberalism; it was designed as an agent of control, a means for rehabilitating even the

most recalcitrant objector. This can be seen even today, as arguments continue over est¿blishing

work-fare, recipient fingerprinting, welfare hotlines, and allowance claw-backs. There will always

be a portion of the population that does not fit into mainstream society. There will also always be

those who are unable to work because of bad health, family responsibilities or educational

deficiencies. It is imperative that we continue to fight for a higher monthly allowance in order to
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allow this vulnerable group a chance to survive with some level of dignity, and without the

constant fear of being unable to provide for their families. Until these two conditions are met, no

amount of training or retraining will successfully assist welfare recipients to participate in the

market economy. Accordingly, even today the cultural perspective continues to permeate welfare

policy. Although both men and women are affected similarly by current policies, I agree with the

feminist welfare historians that social welfare programs have and continue to contribute to the

feminization of poverty.
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